Tasting Notes of Roger C. Bohmrich MW

March 11-14, 2013
Wines tasted at Avignon, Mauves, Tain l’Hermitage & Ampuis
The biennial Découvertes showcase of Rhône wines in 2013 focused on vintage
2011, with a smattering of newly minted 2012s as well as 2010s and 2009s.
Most 2011 Southern reds were in bottle while the Northern reds were barrel
samples. The very early reviews of 2011 were not overly enthusiastic, perhaps
to be expected given the impressive quality of the two preceding vintages. 2011
saw cool and dry weather during the summer months, with scattered rainfall in
early September. This is a year of focused, well-defined, healthy reds without
the flesh and power of either 2009 or 2010. Those journalists who rushed to
taste the vintage early probably saw it at its leanest and least attractive; critics
who waited found far more concentration, particularly in Northern reds.
Overall, the best 2011 reds have vivid fruit expression, a sense of freshness,
well-matched structures and noteworthy finesse. Whites stand out for their
aromatic purity and restraint. Both colors offer what is best described as a
transparent impression on the palate; i.e., the opposite of fat and viscous.
Curiously, certain journalists who have expressed lukewarm opinions about the
vintage are also those who have expressed displeasure with rising alcohol
levels, citing the Rhône as an example. This does not make sense as 2011 is the
ideal vintage for those favoring cool and elegant rather than heady, forceful
wines. The 2010 reds from both North and South tasted at the Découvertes
were indeed exceptional as expected, but they seem to be entering a reticent
phase suggesting they should be put away and not touched for some time.

Hundreds of Southern Rhône
wines were presented over
two days in multiple rooms
in the 14th century Palais des
Papes in Avignon. I focused
on specific producers and
appellations. It was
impossible to taste every
wine!
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I.

The most impressive wines tasted, by appellation & vintage
(rated at least ****+ in due course)

SOUTHERN RHÔNE
Côtes du Rhône Villages Cairanne « Cuvée Maximilien » 2011,
Domaine Les Grands Bois
Côtes du Rhône Villages “Terre d’Argile” 2011, Domaine de la Janasse
Lirac « Clos de Sixte » 2011, Domaine Grand Veneur
Rasteau « Cuvée Paul Emile » 2011, Bressy-Masson
Rasteau « Les Valats » 2011, Alain Jaume
Rasteau « Héritage 1924 » 2011, Escaravailles
Rasteau « La Fontaine » 2011, Domaine La Collière
Rasteau « Cuvée Paul Emile » 2010, Bressy-Masson
Rasteau « Les Hauts du Village » 2009, Ortas (Cave de Rasteau)
Rasteau grenat Vin Doux Naturel 2011, Domaine La Collière
Vinsobres « Excellius » 2010, La Vinsobraise
Grignan-les-Adhémar « Séduction » 2011, Domaine Montine
Vacqueyras Halos de Jupiter 2010, Michel Gassier
Beaumes-de-Venise red « Terres du Trias » 2011, Balma Venitia
Gigondas « Prestige des Hautes Garrigues » 2011, Domaine Santa Duc
Gigondas 2010, Domaine Raspail-Ay
Gigondas 2010, Domaine du Cayron
Gigondas « Pas de l’Aigle » 2010, Pierre Amadieu
Gigondas 2010, Domaine Le Péage
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Châteauneuf-du-Pape white 2012, Domaine de Cristia
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Chante le Merle » 2011, Bosquet des Papes
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Chaupin» 2011, Domaine de la Janasse
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Vieilles Vignes» 2011, Domaine de la Janasse
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Tradition» 2011, Domaine Giraud
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Les Gallimardes» 2011, Domaine Giraud
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Grenaches de Pierre» 2011, Domaine Giraud
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Les Origines» 2011, Domaine Grand Veneur
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Vieilles Vignes» 2011, Domaine Grand Veneur
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Renaissance » 2010, Domaine de Cristia
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « A la gloire de mon grand-père» 2009, Bosquet des
Papes
NORTHERN RHÔNE
Saint-Péray « Les Figuiers » 2011, Bernard Gripa
Saint-Péray « Fleur de Crussol » 2011, Alain Voge
Condrieu « L’Octoc » 2012, Pierre Gaillard
Condrieu « Bièze» 2011, Louis Cheze
Condrieu « Verchery » 2011, Clusel-Roch
Condrieu « Les Chaillées de L’Enfer » 2011, Georges Vernay
Condrieu « Coteaux de Vernon » 2011, Georges Vernay
Condrieu « Vertige » 2011, Yves Cuilleron
Condrieu « Bourasseau » 2010, Yves Cuilleron
Saint-Joseph white « Le Berceau» 2011, Bernard Gripa
Saint-Joseph white « Ro-Rée» 2011, Louis Cheze
Saint-Joseph red « Le Berceau» 2011, Bernard Gripa
Saint-Joseph red « La Sensonne » 2011, Domaine Coursodon
Saint-Joseph red 2011, Domaine du Tunnel
Saint-Joseph red « Les Royes» 2010, Courbis
Saint-Joseph red « Bourasseau » 2010, Yves Cuilleron
Cornas « Chaillot » 2011, Franck Balthazar
Cornas « Vin Noir » 2011, Domaine du Tunnel
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Cornas Vieilles Vignes 2011, Alain Voge
Cornas 2011, Auguste Clape
Cornas « Les Eygats » 2011, Courbis
Cornas « La Sabarette » 2011, Courbis
Cornas « Les Vires » 2011, Yves Cuilleron

Ermitage De L’Orée white 2012, Chapoutier
Ermitage L’Ermite white 2012, Chapoutier
Hermitage white « Emilie » 2011, Remizières (Caves Desmeure)
Ermitage Le Méal white 2010, Chapoutier
Ermitage De L’Orée white 2010
Ermitage Pavillon red 2012, Chapoutier
Hermitage « Les Bessards » red 2011, Delas
Hermitage « Autrement » red 2010, Remizières (Caves Desmeure)
Ermitage Le Méal red 2010
Ermitage red 2010, Nicolas Perrin
Ermitage « Pavillon » red 2010, Chapoutier
Hermitage « La Chapelle » red 2010, Paul Jaboulet
Côte-Rôtie « Viallière » 2011, Clusel-Roch
Côte-Rôtie « Les Grandes Places » 2011, Clusel-Roch
Côte-Rôtie 2011, Jamet
Côte-Rôtie « La Sereine Noir » 2011, Yves Gangloff
Côte-Rôtie 2011, Château de Saint-Cosme
Côte-Rôtie 2010, Jamet
Côte-Rôtie 2010, Clusel-Roch
Côte-Rôtie 2010, Patrick Jasmin
Côte-Rôtie «Maison Rouge» 2010, Georges Vernay
Côte-Rôtie « Bourasseau » 2010, Yves Cuilleron
Côte-Rôtie « Coteaux de Bassenon » 2009, Jean-Michel Stephan
Côte-Rôtie 2009, E. Guigal
Côte-Rôtie 2009, Château d’Ampuis
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II.
SOUTHERN RHÔNE TASTING NOTES
Organized by producer with sections for individual examples tasted separately
Domaine Guillaume Gros
This adventurous estate in the Luberon dates from 2001 and was set up by a
former sommelier who worked at well-known Parisian restaurants. The 20 acres
currently under vine are divided among ten parcels in five villages. The wines tend
to have inventive labels and show real personality and individuality. Guillaume is
able to get the best out of Carignan, far from the easiest variety to manage, by
keeping yields low, picking based on polyphenolic maturity, destemming, and
employing a cold soak.
“El Nino Loco” 2011, Vin de Pays de Méditerranée ***+
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. The accessible, youthful aroma is
warm and very ripe but not exaggerated. The taste is dominated by engaging
blackberry and black cherry fruit and is open and giving, with a clean, dry finish.
Has charm. 60% Carignan, 30% Grenache plus Syrah & Mourvèdre, aged in tank.
Côtes du Luberon 2009 ****
Nearly dense blackish red purple. The nose displays ample, very ripe black cherry
fruit with a touch of compote. The palate is full and chewy with generous dark
fruit. Finishes with defining acidity and a bit of dry tannin. About half Grenache
with Carignan and a little Syrah.
Côtes du Luberon Côteau de l’Ara 2009 ****
Dense black purple. This cuvee presents a very expressive and distinctive aroma of
blackberry and wild berries with an irony accent. The wine fills the mouth and also
offers highly expressive black fruits with a sweet undertone and aftertaste. There
is a marked backbone of acidity along with some astringency at the end. A blend
of Grenache, Carignan & Syrah.
Domaine du Bois de Saint-Jean
This property is one of those who will be profiting from the new « named village »
of “Gadagne” as of vintage 2012. This new Côtes du Rhône Villages appellation,
which took a dozen years to be approved, applies to five communes in the
Vaucluse including Châteauneuf-de-Gadagne. This commune is close to Avignon
on the eastern side of the A7 autoroute. Another of the five communes, Morières5
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lès-Avignon, actually straddles the A7. To gain official acceptance, the growers
had to relinquish their original intent to use the full – and entirely legitimate –
name of the commune due to opposition from nearby Châteauneuf-du-Pape
(hardly a surprise!).
Côtes du Rhône Villages Gadagne 2012 ***(*) tank sample
Nearly dense black purple. The nose is dumb, clean and fresh. While in a primary
state, the wine possesses a core of concealed dark and black fruit and very good
substance. The finish is dry if not a bit raw. Clearly, this wine has solid raw
material. Based on 85% Syrah with, I was told, a mystery variety the proprietor
does not wish to identify. Falls into the “exceptions” in terms of AOC rules which
mandate a minimum of 50% Grenache and 20% Syrah/Mourvèdre.
Vacqueyras “La Ballade des Anglès” 2011 ***(*) tank sample
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. Clean, fresh aroma of black
cherry and other dark fruits. The palate is held in but indicates good concentration
along with a firm, dry structure of acidity and gripping tannin. Shows its Syrah
component. 60% Grenache, 40% Syrah.
Château de Fontségugne
A new property to me, but one whose CDRV-Gadagne I wanted to sample. This
comes from a single parcel.
Côtes du Rhône Villages Gadagne 2012 ***(+) tank sample
Moderately dense very dark purple red. The primary nose displays promising dark
fruit and substance. The palate delivers a concentrated core and a firm backbone
of acidity and dry tannin. 60% Grenache, 40% Syrah.
Domaine Les Grands Bois
They play with rootstocks by variety in order to bring maturity dates together,
since they aim to co-ferment at least two varieties. Certainly, this domaine always
seem to have particularly attractive fruit qualities irrespective of vintage. They
favor a rather large proportion of Syrah or Mourvèdre, which shows in the
aromatic intensity and firmness of their wines. This is an excellent range from a
consistent property.
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Côtes du Rhône 2011 “Cuvée Les Trois Soeurs” ***(+)
Moderately dense black red with purple. The nose is muted with primary dark red
and black fruits. The palate is clean and fresh with good weight and a dry ending.
Côtes du Rhône Villages Cuvée Philippine 2011 ***(+)
Nearly dense black red with purple. The aroma is largely held back with an
undercurrent of black currant and blackberry reflecting Syrah and Carignan The
nose offers freshness and moderate concentration. On the palate, appealing black
fruits are evident along with an underlying sweetness, and the wine is well-defined
with a touch of bitterness. I was told that an application has been made to the
INAO to elevate the commune of Sainte-Cécile-les-Vignes, where this wine is
sourced, to a “named village.” 55% Grenache, 35% Syrah, 10% Carignan.
Côtes du Rhône Villages Cairanne «Cuvée Maximilien » 2011 ****(*)
Nearly dense, very healthy black red color. The aroma is lovely from the outset and
reveals perfectly mature blackberry and boysenberry. In the mouth, the wine is
largely closed but nonetheless offers a sensation of fat and roundness. The finish is
marked by ripe, well-integrated tannin and a fine acid frame. This cuvee
deservedly won a gold medal at the “Challenge Bio” competition. It represents the
best qualities of vintage 2011 in the South at this level. 55% Grenache, 35%
Mourvèdre (aged separately for 6 months in barrique), 5% each Syrah & Carignan.
Côtes du Rhône Villages « Cuvée Eloise » 2011 ***(*+)
Nearly dense black red with purple. There is a subtle lift of sweet black currant and
blackberry in the aroma with complementary oak. The palate boasts very
appealing fruit qualities and has warmth and a fresh, dry finish. The aftertaste
displays accented dark fruit and carefully judged oak. The same encépagement as
“Maximilien” with about 9 months in 300-liter barriques and demi-muids.
Rasteau 2011 ***(*)
Dense black red with purple. The aroma is deep, generous and warm with ample
dark cherry fruit showing evident ripeness. On the palate, the Rasteau again is
dominated by ripe, sweet dark fruit yet is restrained and well-framed by clean, dry
acidity and firm tannins. This should keep well for the mid-term. 50% Grenache,
25% each Syrah & Mourvèdre from very young but low-yielding vines, cofermented and matured 11 months in barrique.
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Domaine des Escaravailles
This is a domaine of scale but with limited presence in the U.S. The name refers to
a beetle prominently displayed on the label (one U.S. importer insisted on having
another label). A Rasteau specialist, the estate has nearly 100 acres on steep,
south-facing slopes of clay and limestone along with another 62 acres in other
communes. They plough and use organic fertilizer, harvest and sort by hand and
destem. Aging is in concrete.
Rasteau “Classique” 2011 **(+) ?
Moderately dense dark purple red. Clean, rather simple primary nose of black
cherry and blackberry. The palate seems to miss the necessary concentration. A
difficult phase perhaps?
Côtes du Rhône « Antimagnes » 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense dark purple red. Muted though sweet melange of black cherry,
black raspberry. Clean with a suggestion of dark fruit and a touch of dry grip at
the end. Again, not very revealing.
Côtes du Rhône Villages Cairanne « Le Ventabren » 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense dark purple red. Aromatically, this Cairanne is fresh and clean
with subdued, youthful black cherry and blackberry. The palate delivers a sense of
black fruits, a touch of sweetness, and a clean, dry finale – but not real weight.
70% Grenache, 20% Syrah & 10% old Carignan. Aged in cuve.
Rasteau “La Ponce” 2010 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark purple red. The nose is warm and nuanced, showing
sweet black cherry and other mature black fruits with a peppery note. There is
strength on the palate as well as restraint with masked concentration and firm,
dry grip. Very much reflective of vintage 2010.
Rasteau “La Ponce” 2011 ***(*+) bottled 3 days earlier
Moderately dense black red purple. The aroma offers pronounced, primary black
plum, blackberry and boysenberry fruit. The taste similarly possesses notable and
attractive fruit and expansive warmth, finishing with a firm, dry frame. This may
well be superior to the 2010.
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Côtes du Rhône Villages Cairanne « La Boutine » 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense dark red purple. Distinctive Grenache scent of primary dark
cherry and black pepper, clean and attractive. The palate also reveals appealing
fruit and a sweet ripeness. Warm but not hot ending with well-defined tannin. .de
Pauline. Aged in concrete vats.
Rasteau “Héritage 1924” 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense black red with purple rim. Sweet, restrained, youthful black and
red cherry scent. The palate is distinguished by attractive if muted dark fruit and
gains in warmth and presence while the flavors remain largely closed. There is a
ripe structure. 80-plus year old Grenache. Aged in concrete. Has real potential.
Côtes du Rhône Villages Plan de Dieu 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red purple. The appealing aroma is particularly warm
and boasts sweet, lifted black cherry and blackberry. The taste is marked once
more by engaging, expressive fruits and offers charm and underlying warmth.
Attractively balance with defining tannin and clean acidity. This should come
around soon. This bottling is made in concert with Philippe Cambie and carries the
“Calendal” label. 70% Grenache & 30% Mourvèdre.
Côtes du Rhône Villages Roaix « Les Hautes Granges » 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense black purple. Notably ripe aroma of sweet black fruits though
quite held back. The palate also shows a sweet fruit ripeness, and there are lovely
youthful black currant and blackberry overtones. Well-integrated acidity and fine
tannins. This stands apart from the rest of the range and shows that it is pure
Syrah.
Rasteau blanc Vin Doux Naturel 2011 ***+
Brilliant gold. Very clean, rather subtle aroma of primary yellow peach and
pineapple without marked spirit. The palate delivers sweetness and understated
fruit flavors. The finale is rather hot.
Rasteau grenat Vin Doux Naturel 2011 ***(*)
Not quite dense very dark purple. The nose is very restrained, deep and
concentrated and suggest black cherry and black plum. The taste is very youthful
and vibrant with balanced sweetness. This example stands out for its freshness
and poise. Very appealing.
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Domaine La Collière
This is a first-class property specializing in Rasteau whose small production makes
the wines difficult to find. The wines have style and elegance and are very reliable
regardless of vintage conditions, as these 2011s confirm. Their VDN is a marvel in
2011.
Côtes du Rhône 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. The nose is a bit reduced at first, with
dark red fruits. The palate is more revealing and has warmth and subtlety. There is
very good length and attractive nuance in the aftertaste, a good sign once the
wine settles down.
Rasteau “Les Touillères” 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with thin purple rim. The aroma has promising
breadth and warmth along with dark cherry fruit and spice, all youthfully
restrained. The palate has a lovely feel and excellent expression with lifted dark
red fruits and spice notes. There is a well-calibrated, fresh ripe frame and fine
tannins. This new cuvee for the domaine is elegant and appealing.
Rasteau 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple edge. Aromatically, this Rasteau
delivers warm, moderately complex dark fruit and spice and is particularly inviting.
The palate is warm and ripe but not heavy or dense. Still held back, the wine
displays attractive balance with a gentle framework of moderate acidity and soft
tannin. Has charm and nuance.
Rasteau “La Fontaine” 2011 ***(*+)
Moderately dense plus very dark red. The aroma shows warmth, generosity and
reserved dark red cherry fruit verging on kirsch liqueur along with a spice note.
The palate is notably ripe and has dimension and poise. There are lovely dark fruit
qualities and a ripe backbone, finishing with clean acidity. Promising and very
successful 2011.
Rasteau grenat Vin Doux Naturel 2011 ****(*)
Dense black purple. Restrained but splendid, concentrated blackberry, cassis and
black cherry fruit with ideal maturity together with a faint toasted highlight. The
attack is strikingly rich; there is a touch of sweetness, then the wine firms up. This
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fortified red Rasteau has real intensity and structure, with elevated acidity and
tannic grip. The sugar is hardly visible. This should age magnificently.
Domaine Bressy Masson
Bressy Masson has a well-established reputation for Rasteau, both dry red and
sweet VDN. Their top cuvee, Paul Emile, is a standout.
Côtes du Rhône 2011 ***(+) bottled 2 weeks ago
Moderately dense dark red. The nose is soft, low-toned with restrained sweet dark
red cherry and berry accents. On the palate, it is ripe and forward, with modest
concentration, and offers balance, charm and early appeal. A respectable
regional. 70% Grenache, 20% Carignan & 10% Syrah.
Rasteau 2010 ***(*) bottled 2 weeks ago
Moderately dense very dark red. The aromatics are forthcoming and ripe with
nuanced red cherry and red berry accents. The palate stands out for its
accessibility and fruit and exhibits a warm feel and a well-integrated ripe
backbone. Has attractive poise. 70% Grenache, 20% Syrah & 10% Mourvèdre.
Rasteau “Le Souvo d’Or” 2010 ***(*+)
Moderately dense very dark red with thin purple band. The wine offers warm,
accented Grenache dark red fruit to the nose and has good depth and generosity.
There is lovely maturity in the taste, and the wine becomes warmer and
expansive. Very well balanced by ripe acidity.
Rasteau “Cuvée Paul Emile” 2010 ****(+)
Moderately dense very dark red. Deep, reserved nose with mature dark red fruit
and a warm but not excessive lift of kirsch liqueur. The palate is similarly warm
and generous. This has dimension and attractive early complexity. The wine leaves
an ample aftertaste marked by dark fruit, smoky highlights and a touch of liqueur.
60% 90-year old Grenache yielding 20 hl/ha, with 30% Syrah & 10% Mourvèdre.
Aged in foudres.
Rasteau “Cuvée Paul Emile” 2011 ****(+)
Nearly dense black purple. Quite reserved aromatically at first, then reveals a
controlled undercurrent of smoky dark red fruit and kirsch. The palate has plenty
to offer and is very much on par with the 2010, if not even more complete. There
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are restrained, mature dark fruits, a touch of sweetness and a ripe structure. A
highly successful 2011.
Ortas – Cave de Rasteau
They are doing serious work at this cooperative in Rasteau, and their top
selections can stand alongside those of the best domaines in the appellation. They
produce a mix of the Rasteau VDN styles as well as a range of other Rhône
appellations.
Côtes du Rhône “ Les Viguiers” 2011 ***(+)
Lighter black purple color. There is a bit of reduction at first with hidden dark and
black fruits. The palate is easier to judge and reveals solid dark fruit, good balance
and a clean, dry frame. Needs some time to come together.
Rasteau “Tradition” 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense black purple. Restrained, warm black and red cherry. The taste
is still rather undeveloped, but has good substance and sweet dark fruit. This wine
will come around soon. Has charm without a high level of concentration. I was
told the Tradition is made to an accessible, dependable style every vintage. 70%
Grenache, 20% Syrah & 10% Mourvèdre. Matured in concrete.
Rasteau “Prestige” 2009 ****
Moderately dense plus black red with purple rim. The aroma of this 2009 is is
warm, sweet and generous yet without exaggeration. There is notable depth and
seductive kirsch, red cherry and black cherry fruit. The wine delivers generosity
and dimension in the mouth together with a warm lift. Attractively complex, this
Rasteau has firm but not aggressive tannins. 50% Grenache, 35% Syrah & 15%
Mourvèdre. One-fifth of the cuvee was aged in oak for 12 months.
Rasteau “Les Hauts du Village” 2009 ****(+)
Moderately dense plus red-purple with black center. Warm, scented aroma
offering concentration, depth and nuance. The nose indicates the ripeness of year
and old-vine intensity. The palate has yet to develop yet has a layered feel,
concentration and noteworthy structure. This selection has very good aging
potential. The oldest parcels, 1/3rd each Grenache, Syrah & Mourvèdre. One-fourth
aged in barrel for 12 months.
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Rasteau Domaine de Pisan 2009 ***(*)
Moderately dense blackish red-purple. High-toned black cherry, blackberry aroma,
very expressive and attractive, with a menthol accent. The palate displays
restraint and definition along with muted intensity. This bottling has flair and
individuality. Vines 50 years of age at 1,000 ft. 75% Grenache, 20% Mourvèdre &
5% Syrah. Half of the cuvee was matured 12 months in barrel.
Rasteau rosé Vin Doux Naturel 2011 ***
Tinted peach-raspberry color. Very clean, restrained, small red fruits to the nose.
There is a sweet attack, but the wine delivers a fresh profile overall. The aftertaste
is particularly aromatic and sweetness lingers. 100% Grenache noir.
Rasteau grenat non-vintage ***+
Moderately dense very dark red. A fresh nose marked by ripe red and black cherry.
The palate is as well characterized by pronounced fruit flavors and is wellbalanced and not overly sweet. This is an adaptable style of red VDN which has a
wider suitability to foods. 100% Grenache noir.
Rasteau grenat “Signature” 2009 ****
Dense very dark red garnet. The bouquet exhibits very ripe dark fruit, raisins, a
roasted accent and a chocolate note. This red VDN has a lovely mouth feel and
balance, offering a controlled richness. It is more of a substantial, imposing wine
than obviously sweet. One-fifth of cuvee was aged in barrel. At a U.S. retail of $20
per bottle, this is an excellent value.
La Vinsobraise Cave Coop (Vinsobres)
This is another quality-minded cooperative with an assortment of wines including
an excellent range of Vinsobres.
Côtes du Rhône « Terre de Jadis » 2011 ***+
Nearly moderately dense very dark red-purple. This organically grown regional
(with the official “AB” logo) has a clean, soft, gently warm aroma of youthful dark
red fruit. In the mouth, the wine shows of clean, pure, healthy dark cherry fruit
and is very easy to drink. 70% Grenache, 15% Syrah, 10% Cinsault, 3.5% Carignan
& 1.5% Mourvèdre. Matured in cuve.
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Vinsobres “Origine” 2011 ***(*)
Nearly dense black red purple. The aroma is very attractive, fairly deep, with
restrained black cherry and other black fruits. In the mouth, this wine from organic
grapes (with the official “AB” logo) is notably clean and non-expressive. The wine
possesses good weight and a fleshy center and finishes clean and positive.
Vinsobres “Emeraude” 2010 ***(*+)
Almost dense black red with purple rim. The seductive nose displays rich red and
black cherry with a touch of smoky oak. The palate is clean, fresh and layered,
starting slowly and then becoming more expressive. Emeraude has reserve and
complexity, showing well-judged oak treatment. The wine concludes with a wellintegrated clean backbone. 60% Grenache & 40% Syrah. Aged 12 months in
barrique of 2 to 3 uses.
Vinsobres “Therapius” 2010 ***(*)
Dense black red with fine purple rim. Aromatically, this Vinsobres exhibits
concentration and pure blackberry and boysenberry aromas with smoky oak, but
not to excess. The palate is concentrated and still reserved, revealing substance
and a fine spine. The youthful black fruit profile speaks of its particular grape mix
of 90% Syrah and 10% Grenache. Aged 8 months in new barriques.
Vinsobres “Excellius” 2010 ****(+)
Opaque black red with thin purple rim. The aroma is concentrated and held back,
suggesting black fruits, black pepper and an overlay of new oak. In the mouth, this
ambitious Vinsobres shows real concentration and intensity with a core of black
fruit and well-married oak. The structure is fine, well-proportioned and largely
hidden.
Domaine de Montine
This estate has holdings of 160 acres scattered across several appellations
including Grignan-les-Adhémar and Vinsobres. These “northern” expressions of
the Southern Rhône tend to employ more Syrah and Viognier. Their wines are
crafted with skill across the entire range and are well worth discovering, if you can
find them. They are also very well priced.
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Grignan-les-Adhémar “Secret de Terroir” 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense dark red purple. Clean, very attractive red and black cherry and
blackberry aroma, soft and youthful. The taste is similarly very clean with lovely
fruit purity and is well-balanced and refreshed by pronounced acid spine and wellintegrated tannins. A 50/50 blend of fully destemmed Grenache and Syrah
matured in concrete vat.
Grignan-les-Adhémar « Emotion » 2010 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. The wine is particularly
expressive to the nose, offering ripe dark fruits and attractive oak with a smoky
touch. The taste is concentrated and reserved, having apparently gone into a more
constrained phase as with other 2010s. This is also an equal mix of destemmed
Grenache and Syrah from older vines than Secret. Matured 12 months in barriques
of 2 to 4 uses. The 2011 reveals lovely purity and finesse with a finely calibrated,
precise palate and is also rated ***(*).
Grignan-les-Adhémar « Séduction » 2011 ***(*+)
Dense black red with fine purple rim. The aroma is youthfully backward with hints
of black currant, blackberry and a fine flowery highlight. The palate is precise and
medium weight. There is a deceptively light, not viscous, feel belying hidden
intensity. This is an elegant red modeled after Côte-Rôtie (at a fraction of the
price!) and is worth seeking out. 90% Syrah and 10% Viognier co-fermented in
truncated wood vats. Séduction was not produced in 2010 because they did not
find the desired maturity that year.
Vinsobres 2010 ***(*)
Moderately dense black red purple. The nose is largely closed, hiding very good
concentration of dark fruit, and the palate is focused and tightly wound. This is
backward and possesses marked intensity along with an etched finale. Demands
patience, but there is innate concentration.
Also tasted: Grignan-les-Adhémar Viognier 2012 ***(*), Grignan-les-Adhémar
« Gourmandises » 2011 ***(+)
Domaine Raspail-Ay
This well-established estate produces only two wines, a red and rosé Gigondas.
Their parcels are all situated on lower slopes below the village. They practice
15
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destemming and a long maceration and use old oak foudres for aging the red for
18 to 24 months. I suppose the term “old fashioned” applies (they have no
website).
Gigondas 2011 ***(*)
Nearly dense black purple. Aromatically, the 2011 is ample and quite expressive,
offering black cherry and blackberry fruit with very good maturity. The taste as
well shows controlled ripeness and moderate concentration. The wine is very wellbalanced and particularly elegant at this point. This should develop into a very
attractive wine.
Gigondas 2010 ****(*)
Moderately dense plus blackish red with purple. The nose is characterized by
impressive and profound sweet black cherry and other black berries. The aroma
displays strength and an inky note. In the mouth, the 2010 has great presence and
personality. Presents a well-defined, fresh impression together with sweet, intense
fruit at the core. The budding finish is rather non-expressive but shows promise.
This is a Gigondas of class and distinction in a top vintage.
Gigondas Rosé 2012 ***(*) tank sample
Pale peach-red currant color. There is a warm, very generous perfume of red
berries, very young. The palate is rather awkward at the moment, but the wine is
particularly full and substantial for a rosé. The alcohol content is 14%. Done by
the saignée method.
Domaine Santa Duc
This is a respected estate based in Gigondas with holdings in other AOCs as well.
They practice reasoned viticulture, pick by hand and sort, keep some of the stems
and favor long maceration and no filtration. Their 2011s are very successful wines
showing balance and purity.
Côtes du Rhône « Les Quatre Terres » 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. The nose is very clean and displays a
relatively open, sweet scent of black cherry and blackberry. The palate follows and
offers attractive fruit qualities and charm. Quite long for this level. The name
comes from the origin of the fruit in fourcommunes. 70% Grenache, 25% Syrah,
5% each Carignan & Cinsault.
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Gigondas “Tradition” 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense black purple red. The aroma is reserved initially, but is very
clean with muted, attractive black and red fruit of excellent maturity. The palate
offers lovely, restrained dark fruit and there is a finely calibrated spine wrapping it
together. A pure, stylish example without the concentration of a more powerful
vintage. 75% Grenache, 15% Syrah, 5% each Mourvèdre & Cinsault. 18 months in
Burgundian barrels and foudres.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape “Habemus Papam” 2011 ***(*+) – 2nd vintage of this wine
Moderately dense very dark red purple. Subtle aromatics, scented and finely
nuanced with attractive dark fruits. The palate is finely tuned and reveals
restrained and accented dark fruits, finishing with controlled warmth. A stylish,
skillfully crafted wine. Nearly all Grenache with just a little Mourvèdre from one
parcel in La Crau. No destemming, 18 months in foudres.
Gigondas “Prestige des Hautes Garrigues” 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense plus black purple. The nose is lovely, quite rich, warm and
shows youthfully restrained dark fruit. The taste as well delivers the same pure
fruit qualities. There is a refined, well-balanced structure. This Gigondas possesses
polish and harmony and will come around in the mid-term. 80% Grenache & 20%
Mourvèdre. Aging in Burgundy pièces and foudres.
Domaine du Cayron
This Gigondas estate for me is a reference point for wines of class, terroir
expression and longevity. The Cayron Gigondas shows off the cooler, higher
elevation slopes of lime-rich soils along the Dentelles rather than the heady and
potent face of the appellation.
Gigondas 2011 ***(*+)
Moderately dense dark red purple. The nose is youthful and moderately
concentrated, revealing enticing, accented wild berries and garrigue notes. In the
mouth, this 2011 has poise and elegance, with very attractive underlying fruit
expression without notable density. Has real class and personality.
Gigondas 2010 ****(*)
A very young, dense purple red color. The aroma is intense with considerable
depth and shows wild berries, red fruits and garrigue. The palate is backward with
impressive layering and precision along with a sinewy finale. This is a beautiful
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expression of Gigondas offering both individuality and terroir expression. Roughly
70% Grenache with Cinsault, Syrah & a touch of Mourvèdre.
Domaine Les Pallières
This domaine is owned by the Brunier family of Vieux Télégraphe. It is a large
holding, yet a smaller portion is under vine at higher altitudes (800 to 1,300 ft.) in
the northern section of the Dentelles, facing northwest. This is a cool, late-ripening
sector, so in hot years the wines avoid exaggeration. Given the expanse of the
vineyards and diversity of altitudes and soils, the domaine takes advantage of
differing stylistic expressions to craft the final blend. They practice long
macerations with ambient yeasts and avoid fining and filtration.
Gigondas “Terrasse du Diable” 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red. The nose is already complex, with subdued red
fruit accents and well-married wood notes. The taste has warmth, subtlety and
reserve. This is a fine, inflected style with a precise spine of acidity and moderate
tannins. Comes from a mix of parcels representing about 40% of the vineyard. 90%
Grenache, the balance split between Mourvèdre and Clairette (a white grape).
They use wood and concrete vats. Aging is in vat and foudres.
Gigondas “Les Racines” 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense very dark red. Multifaceted aroma with toasty, spicy accents,
muted fruit, and contained warmth. This shows considerable reserve and focus.
There is an intricate quality together with warmth and restraint from a firm
backbone. This is not a facile, forward 2011. From a single parcel at the northern
extreme of Gigondas. 80% 65-year old Grenache co-planted with 15% Syrah and
Cinsault, plus 5% Clairette. About 20 months of aging in vat and foudre.
Pierre Amadieu
This is a widely known producer of Gigondas with many other wines in their range.
They own a large property of nearly 340 acres, largely on slopes exposed northnorthwest at higher altitudes (750 and 1,300 ft.). The soils are calcareous clay
with a high proportion of clay. A small piece of the domaine planted with
Mourvèdre is isolated in the southwest of the AOC and contributes a “warmer”
note of wild fruit to the wines. These are powerful and structured examples of
Gigondas demanding considerable patience. It’s no surprise the family
recommends foods such as hare, wild boar, venison, woodcock and wild duck.
Decanting is a must.
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Gigondas 2011 ***(+) to be bottled end of March 2013
Moderately dense very dark red. The nose reveals little except for a suggestion of
red fruits. The taste is composed of sweet dark, subdued fruits, and there is a
fresh, firm finale with elevated acidity and moderate tannic grip. Bears retasting
as there may well be more than is showing right now.
Gigondas 2010 ***(*)
Moderately dense plus very dark red with purple. The aromatics are largely
undeveloped, showing warm black and red cherry fruit and notable richness. The
palate similarly delivers a rich, expansive impression with an undertone of ripe
fruit and a touch of compote. This is firmly structured and very young. Not to be
touched for 6 to 8 years and will keep much longer.
Gigondas Domaine Grande Romane 2010 ***(*?)
Dense black red purple. An imposing, profound, powerful nose with a mix of black
cherry, blackberry, wild berries and black olives with a faintly roasted quality. The
palate is concentrated, chewy and sinewy. This has arresting intensity and
structure. There is a touch of dry oak at the end. Backward to say the least and
shouldn’t be touched until 2023. This comes from the highest vineyards of the
domaine at 1,300 ft. and from vines 50 years old. Mainly Grenache with
Mourvèdre and Syrah. Matured in foudres and 30% new barriques.
Gigondas “Le Pas de l’Aigle” 2010 ****(+) just bottled
Dense very dark red purple. Deep, warm, brooding nose with masked red fruit,
toasted notes and a hint of fig jam. The taste is as well potent and backward,
offering generosity and warmth and an intense finish with a powerful structure.
The rich fruit is hidden. This needs at least 15 years to open. Ripest bunches of old
vine Grenache (90%) plus Syrah. Long maceration and aging of 2 years in barrique
and foudre.
Gigondas “Le Pas de l’Aigle” 2009 ***(* ?)
Moderately dense dark red with purple rim. Ample aroma of well-matured black
cherry with a roasted aspect. The palate is rich and layered and gains in generosity
and dimension. Very full-bodied and ripe but not overripe. The tannins are quite
powerful and dry but may soften with enough time.
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Gigondas “Romane Machotte” 2003 ***
Moderately dense very dark red garnet. Lifted, potent and generous aroma
showing ripe cherry, prune, kirsch, vanilla and a subtle leathery note. The palate is
very full and rich on attack and center, and then shows its alcohol toward the
finish. The 2003 is broad and shows typical roasted highlights of the vintage. The
aftertaste suffers from rough, dry tannin. Pair with a fatty, flavorful meat in sauce.
Château de Saint Cosme
This highly respected producer has its cellars in Gigondas and offers numerous
wines from the full extent of the Rhône Valley. The property has been in the
Barruol family since 1570 and covers 54 acres of 60-year old vines. The 2011s
tasted are very successful.
Gigondas “Hominis Fides” 2011 ****(+)
Nearly dense very dark purple. The aroma is restrained, warm and has real
substance with ripe black cherry fruit. In the mouth, the wine delivers beautiful,
nuanced, wonderfully mature dark red fruit. There is an ample feel and a firm, dry
structure. Old vine Grenache grown on sandy soil, aged partially in new
Burgundian barrels.
Saint-Joseph 2011 ***(*)
Nearly dense black purple. Assertive nose of black pepper and cassis with subtle
oak overlay. The wine is particularly clean, direct and positive on the palate. There
are concealed black fruits and a dry frame. Destemmed, 12 months in 20% new
pièces.
Crozes-Hermitage 2011 ***(*)
Dense black purple. The solid nose displays substance, blackberry fruit and very
subtle integrated oak. The palate is clean, fresh and positive. Medium weight, this
Crozes has attractive mouth feel and noticeable but not aggressive structure. A
fine example of the appellation and unusual as it comes entirely from vineyards on
slopes. Matured in 20% new pièces.
Côte-Rôtie 2011 ****(+)
Dense purple black. The aroma offers striking purity and multifaceted notes of
black currant, violet and graphite. The nose is beautiful, focused and
concentrated. On the palate, there is wonderful presence and finesse along with
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gorgeous, scented black fruits and graphite. The finish is long and finely etched
with a dusty accent. This wine is sourced from 10 parcels which are vinified and
matured separately. The 2011 was aged in all-new barrels yet the oak is
completely undetectable. In the top league of the appellation.
Individual wines of red Beaumes-de-Venise:
Domaine Fenouillet “Terres Blanches” 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense plus black purple. Warm, high-tone black fruit with good
intensity. The palate is fresh and layered with a cooler impression. The wine is held
in with a persistent, subtly nuanced aftertaste.
Balma Venitia “Terres du Trias” 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense plus black purple. Clean, restrained aroma of black cherry and
sweet blackberry accents. This selection stands out for its richness. Has a long line
and gains in intensity. Clean, well-defined. Youthful finish suggesting nuanced fruit
notes.
Also tasted:
Domaine Cassan « Saint-Christophe » 2011 ***(+)
Domaine Cassan “Tradition” 2011 ***(+)
Domaine des Bernardins 2011 **(*) ?
Individual wines of red Vacqueyras:
Domaine du Prat Sura « La Cuvée » 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense dark red purple. Appealing aroma of scented black and red
cherry which are prominent on the palate as well. There is real intensity and
persistence without density, and the wine finishes with a defining backbone of
acidity and touch of dry tannin. Apparently, this is the promising first year of this
domaine, created from a part of the family property by a recent oenology
graduate.
Domaine Le Sang des Cailloux “Floureto” 2010 ***(*)
Moderately dense plus very dark purple. The aroma is notably clean, healthy and
shows very good concentration of pure, ripe black cherry and blackberry.
Attractive black fruits are evident once more on the attack, and the wine is
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textured and round, finishing balanced, clean and dry. Closing up but promised
very good potential.
Michel Gassier “Halos de Jupiter” 2010 ****(+)
Nearly dense very dark red with purple. The enticing aroma is expressive and
presents sweet black and red cherry and other berries. The taste is particularly ripe
and possesses generous sweet dark fruit. This 2010 shows warm and persistence
with a defining acid spine.
Montirius “Le Clos” 2009 ****+
Nearly dense black red purple with some sediment. The aroma is deep and
expressive, boasting smoky, mature black fruits and impressive substance. The
taste shows early development and is open and lasting. This example shows well
now and has attractive mouth-coating texture and complexity, with a lingering
aftertaste of dark fruit. Half each Grenache and Syrah, biodynamically grown and
matured in cement. I last tasted this wine in September 2011 and projected
longer keeping potential, but the wine has matured and should be drunk by
2014/2015.
Domaine Le Couroulu Vieilles Vignes 2009 ****
Moderately dense black red with purple. Attractive black cherry aroma with
smoky, inky highlights. Has concentration but is not a fat, rich 2009. Shows style
and integration along with a fresh, sinewy feel.
Also tasted:
Domaine Amouriers 2011 **(*) & « Les Genestes » 2011 **, Domaine
Charbonnière 2011 ***(+), La Garrigue Cuvee Tradition 2011 ** ?, Mas de
Retanques 2011 **(*), Clos de Caveau « Lao Muse » 2009 **
Individual wines of red Gigondas:
Domaine du Grapillon d’Or “1806” 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense dark red with purple rim. Soft, warm scent of mature dark red
fruits and cherry jam. The taste delivers very attractive fruit as well. Harmonious
and well-balanced with fine defining acidity and touch of tannin. Will come around
early.
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Domaine La Bouïssière 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. Attractive, mature dark red fruit
with roasted highlights. The taste exhibits an ample, warm profile with ripe fruit
and a peppery overtone. The finish is quite warm with sweet liqueur ripeness and
a well-matched structure of elevated acidity and very fine tannin. Typical,
generous example closer to 2009 in style. Approximately 70% Grenache, 30%
Syrah aged in both vat and barrel.
Domaine Le Péage 2011 ****(+)
Dense purple black. The nose is characterized by beautiful black and red cherry of
noteworthy purity and ideal maturity. The palate similarly shows well-judged
ripeness and has a generous, textured presence, and finishes with a wellintegrated spine of acidity and relatively fine-grained tannins. This Gigondas
shows splendid composition and has excellent cellaring potential. 80% Grenache,
15% Syrah & 5% Mourvèdre partially destemmed and aged in foudres.
Domaine Brusset « Les Hauts de Montmirail » 2011 ****(+)
Dense black purple. Concentrated, dense nose of non-expressive black fruit and
peppery accent. There is plenty of substance on the palate and marvelous, muted
dark fruit, and the wine finishes with a fine frame of acidity melded into the flesh.
A beautiful modern example. 55% Grenache, 25% Mourvèdre & 20% Syrah.
Destemming, cold soak, vinification by variety, aging for a part in new barrels.
Domaine Pierre Usseglio
This estate based in Châteauneuf covers 59 acres of low-yielding vines from 35 to
90 years old. They prefer destemming and moderately long macerations with
aging in barrique.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. The nose is marked by a sweet,
warm fragrance of small red fruits and has appealing expression. The taste as well
shows sweet red fruits with good intensity and finishes with a fine frame. Stylish
and attractive and will come around in the near term. 70% Grenache, 20% Syrah
and the balance split between Cinsaut and Mourvèdre. Aged for a year in barrel.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape 2010 ****+)
Moderately dense dark red purple. The nose exhibits warm, ripe red cherry fruit
with attractive lift. The palate is far more restrained with concentrated fruit and a
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firm backbone of elevated acidity and strong, dry tannin. This like other 2010s is
entering a less expressive phase and should be left alone for a few years.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Cuvée de mon aïeul» 2009 **** ?
Nearly moderately dense dark red garnet. For a powerful, extroverted year, this
seems surprisingly restrained and focused, yet shows the early signs of
development in a leafiness complementing red cherry fruit. The taste is warm,
well-knit and complex, and is as well beginning to develop leafy, toasty accents in
the aftertaste. There is still a notable acid frame and some dry tannins. I was more
impressed with this wine at an earlier point, and it is not evolving as gracefully as
expected. 90% very old Grenache plus Syrah, 75 to 90 years old and yielding a
meager 18 hl/ha. Matured in cement.
Domaine du Vieux Télégraphe & La Roquète
There are two properties of Vignobles Brunier in Châteauneuf-du-Pape, La
Roquète and Vieux Télégraphe. Télégramme functions as the shared second wine
of both estates.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape Télégramme 2011 **(+)
Rather pale dark red. The nose offers sweet crushed red berries but misses
concentration. The taste exhibits an almost candied red fruit flavor with very ripe
accents. Mainly Grenache from younger vines.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape La Roquète 2010 ** ?
Moderately dense dark red. The nose seems somewhat unclean. The palate is
fresher but lacks substance. This is to be replaced by L’Accent.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « L’Accent » 2011 ***(+) – 1st vintage under this name
Moderately dense dark red with clear purple rim. The nose is quite open and
offers warm, sweet red fruits with roasted notes. The palate delivers an ample feel
with enveloping warmth. This will drink well early.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape Vieux Télégraphe 2011 ***(+) ?
Moderately dense dark red brick. The aroma is revealing and presents a warm,
sweet, toasted overtone with subdued red fruit. This does not seem fully together
right now. Rather muted flavors. Appears to lack the flesh and dimension to place
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it in the top echelon. From La Crau and vines averaging 60 years of age. 65%
Grenache with Mourvèdre, Syrah, Cinsaut & others. Will not be released until Sep
2013.
Domaine de Cristia
The Grangeon family has 86 acres of vineyards in Châteauneuf at Couthézon and
in other Southern Rhône appellations. They also market a range under the Cristia
Collection label from numerous other denominations including the North of the
Valley where they purchase wine in barrel.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape white 2012 ****(+) – domaine
Clear yellow gold. Beautifully clean and highly fragrant with primary white and
yellow fruit notes along with flowery and flinty highlights. In the mouth, this white
is fine and delicate and possesses a transparent quality. So young yet remarkably
long and expressive. Organically grown Grenache blanc, Roussanne &
Bourboulenc.
Condrieu 2011 ***(*) – Collection
Pale bright gold. Very clean, very subtle and delicately inflected aroma with lovely
white fruits. The palate is similarly delicate and transparent. This has notable
finesse and lovely equilibrium. Should drink well very early.
Côtes du Rhône « Les Garrigues » 2011 ***(*) – domaine
Moderately dense dark red with purple rim. The nose displays red cherry and red
currant with a leafy note. The palate delivers good substance and has attractive
sweet underlying fruit. Rather closed on finish with a touch of dry tannin and firm
acidity. Needs time to come together. Organically grown 100% Grenache from a
single parcel in the north of Châteauneuf near Beaucastel.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape 2011 ***(*) – domaine
Nearly moderately dense very dark red with purple. The nose is clean and
restrained, suggesting soft, delicately scented red cherry. The palate is attractive
and poised. The wine opens slowly and shows a sweet undertone of fine fruit
qualities, ending with a firm backbone. Youthfully reserved and well-balanced
without being large-scaled. Organically cultivated 60% Grenache and 20% each
Syrah & Mourvèdre. Aging in cement.
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Châteauneuf-du-Pape “Renaissance” 2010 ****(+) – domaine
Moderately dense black purple. The aroma conveys striking fruit purity and
particularly lovely and very clean expression of black cherry and blackberry (the
bottle was opened a day earlier!). In the mouth, there is an impression of ripeness
and harmony together with tremendous reserve. There is a long, layered finish
and a clean, dry frame. A powerful, backward wine intended for long cellaring.
60% 100-year old Grenache aged in used barriques & 40% 50-year old Mourvèdre
held in new barrels for 12 months.
Hermitage 2011 ***(+) – Collection
Moderately dense black purple. Very clean, reserved nose, delicately fragrant,
with youthful black currant. The palate is largely closed and medium weight for
Hermitage. This is a fine, elegant style and is appealing calibrated.
Domaine La Célestière
La Celestière boasts old vines and a very contemporary, well-equipped winery
making use of demi-muids, foudres and cement vats for aging. In the process of
conversion to organic viticulture, the 26-hectare property takes in multiple sites on
a variety of soils. The reds reflect cold maceration with pumping over as well as
hot maceration with punching down.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Tradition » 2010 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. The aroma is very promising if
youthfully reserved, showing clean red cherry, leaf and an oak note. The palate is
concentrated and well-defined. This has closed up as have many 2010s, but shows
excellent balance and tension. 60% old Grenache with 20% each Mourvèdre &
Cinsaut. Aging in cement and foudre.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « La Croze » 2011 ***( ?)
Moderately dense dark red. The nose shows a leafy, red currant aroma with
moderate concentration. This 2011 is not expressive on the palate. Certainly in an
awkward phase, but does it have the maturity and substance? The raw material –
100% Grenache, 90 years old – promises more than the wine is revealing.
Bosquet des Papes
This 74-acre domaine in Châteauneuf-du-Pape produces outstanding wine with
consistency, relying on cement for fermentation and foudres and demi-muids for
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aging, with flexible methodology suited to each wine. Their production “recipe”
delivers impressive results.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape white « Tradition » 2012 ***(* ?)
Very pale light gold. The nose is held in, pure and presents primary white fruits
and flowers with a flinty accent. The palate is contained and difficult to judge,
revealing more on the finish with a fine flowery, flinty lift. Has persistence and
finesse with a transparent feel. Relies on a plurality of Clairette (45%) with 35%
Grenache blanc & 20% Bourboulenc. Aging in a combination of cuves and new
demi-muids.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Tradition » 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. Clean, restrained and very attractive
aroma of small red fruits. In the mouth, the wine is clean, direct and held back.
This 2011 reveals warmth and a firm grip in its finish along with appealing tension,
without being dense. A blend of six varieties from 45 to 50 years old: 75%
Grenache, 12% Syrah, 10% Mourvèdre and small amounts of Cinsaut and the
rarely seen Vaccarèse and Counoise. Pigeage, remontage & delestage.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Chante le Merle » 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense blackish red with purple. Inviting scent of red cherry and warm
berry compote. The taste is defined by excellent concentration, precision and a
sinewy structure, with an underlying sweetness and nuanced ripe dark fruit. This
excellent 2011 speaks loudly of its 90-year old Grenache (80%) complemented by
10% each of Syrah and Mourvèdre. No destemming, remontage and délestage in
cement, aging in foudres and partly new demi-muids.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « A la gloire de mon grand-père » 2009 ****(*)
Rather pale dark red with clear purple rim. Offers a splendid, largely reserved
aroma of ripe small red fruit and spice with excellent focus. The palate is
undeveloped and tightly would, particularly for 2009. There is a reserved core of
ripe fruit complemented by subtle roasted and toasted notes in the aftertaste.
Firm tannic grip and defining acidity hold it in. 98% Grenache, 60 to 70 years old.
50% destemming, cold soak, 35-day maceration in cement, pigeage, délestage,
remontage, 18 months in foudres and demi-muids.
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Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Chante le Merle » 2006 ***(*)
Rather pale dark red garnet. Showing the first signs of evolution into leafy, toasted
overtones and developing complexity. The nose has warmth, depth and reserve.
Follows accordingly on attack, then firms up. This 2006 is still young and rather
pinched with notable tannic grip which leaves a dry impression at the end. The
wine displays notes of evolution and an unresolved structure.
Domaine de la Janasse
This excellent property based in Châteauneuf covers has over 120 acres in several
appellations and IGP zones (their website is remarkably forthcoming as to their
exact holdings by area and grape variety). The Janasse Côtes du Rhône and
Villages are wines to seek out, and the selections of Châteauneuf are standouts
every vintage, including 2011. Partial destemming, even for the regional, and a
mix of foudre and barrique enhance the intensity and aging potential of the
Janasse wines.
Côtes du Rhône 2011 ***(*)
Palish dark red with purple. The nose is muted at present and suggests black and
red cherry with budding nuances. The taste is clean and very youthful as well as
composed and well-balanced. A sophisticated regional with good medium-term
potential. Half Grenache with a mix of Syrah, old Carignan, Mouvèdre, and
Cinsaut. Some stems are included.
Côtes du Rhône Villages “Terre d’Argile” 2011 ***(*+)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. The aromatics are youthfully
reserved, very clean, with nuanced red cherry and dark berries. The appealing
palate exhibits noteworthy intensity and finesse, yet is mostly reserved. There is
notable tension provided by a fine acid spine and marked tannin. Shows the large
proportion of Syrah and Mourvèdre, with Grenache playing a background role (1/3
of each variety). Aging in barrique and foudre. This bottling has a great track
record, and the 2011 should develop up to 10 years. The 2009 I am drinking at
home is a marvel I can’t resist but should really be put away!
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Tradition » 2011 ***(*+)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. The nose is highly focused with
restrained intensity and notable concentration. There are nuances of red cherry,
red currant and berries. The palate as well demonstrates focus, definition and
youthful length. This 2011 offers excellent tension with muted, accented red fruits
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and a toasted note. The structure is firm but not aggressive. 80% Grenache with
the balance split between Syrah and Mourvèdre. Mostly destemmed. Aging mainly
in foudres and partly in barriques (1/3 new).
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Chaupin » 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense vey dark red with purple. The nose has warmth, breadth and
reserve. There is a muted, fragrant, riper red fruit profile along with creamy and
toasted notes. The taste conveys warmth and richness but is very well integrated.
There is superb fruit maturity and budding complexity in the lasting finish, which
provides a clean, dry frame. This outstanding pure Grenache has class and
strength. Some stems are retained, aging primarily in foudres and partly in
barriques.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Vieilles Vignes » 2011 ****(*)
Nearly dense very dark red with purple rim. The nose is largely held back yet
shows concentrated dark fruit of class and maturity. The palate confirms the
noteworthy concentration, yet the harmony and persistence are equally
impressive at this stage. Fine, pronounced acidity comes up at the end with
moderate tannic grip. This exemplifies the best attributes of the vintage. Comes
from four parcels at the south (power) and north (elegance) of the appellation.
Four-fifths Grenache plus several other varieties, 60 to 100 years old. Some stems
are retained. Aging mainly in foudres with minority in partly new barriques.
Domaine Giraud
This domaine is at the pinnacle of Châteauneuf and is now in the hands of Marie
and François Giraud. Theirs is a comparatively young enterprise started with
vineyards cultivated en métayage in 1974, taking a leap forward in 1987 with the
inheritance of about 20 acres of very old vines. The family now has about 47 acres,
of which 19 are in one unified piece on galets roulés at Gallimardes in the south of
the AOC. The balance is in the north on sandy soils and boasts Grenache over 100
years old at Pignan and La Crau. They produce three exceptional red cuvees.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Tradition » 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. The aroma is immediately arresting
for its purity and enticing fragrance of red cherry, black cherry and spice. The nose
shows early complexity. The taste delivers exceptional focus and precision. There is
an intricacy with very fine, pronounced acidity and tannic grip. This 2011
possesses terrific finesse without density or weight. 60% Grenache, 35% Syrah &
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5% Mourvèdre. They utilize cement, enameled and stainless tanks for
fermentation and aging of Grenache and Mourvèdre for 18 months. Syrah is
matured in used barriques. No fining or filtration.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Les Gallimardes » 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense very dark red. The nose is muted initially; with airing, there is an
undertone of pure, mature red cherry and a sweet berry note. The palate is
stunning. This cuvee exhibits terrific concentration and precision and is already
very long and beautifully knit. There is a highly expressive if young finish of red
fruits and toasty highlights, ending with a firm backbone of marked acidity and
firm tannin. 90% Grenache 100+ years of age grown on clay and galets, 10% Syrah
picked in two passes. Maturation as for Tradition.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Les Grenaches de Pierre » 2011 ****(*) !
Nearly dense very dark purple red. Exciting aroma, concentrated and creamy with
high-class red fruits of excellent maturity complemented by spice and roasted
highlights. There is fabulous richness as well as tension in the mouth. The flavors
are held back but indicate tremendous depth and intensity. There are marvelous
concealed red and dark fruits such as cherry and strawberry, and the finish is long
if youthfully undeveloped, leaving a sweet richness and defining, well-matched
structure at the end. This has a long life ahead. One of the most memorable wines
of this trip. Pure Grenache over 100 years of age grown on sand, aged in concrete.
No fining or filtration.
Alain Jaume & Fils – Domaine Grand Veneur – Clos de Sixte
This is a multifaceted family operation with extensive holdings of 170 acres on
both sides of the River in Châteauneuf, Côtes du Rhône, CDR Villages, and Lirac.
Their négociant arm is Alain Jaume & Fils. It is easy to confuse the origin and
labels, but there is such a high standard of quality across the entire range that it is
not a vital distinction. The estate vineyards are certified organic by Ecocert. Their
preference is destemming and controlled fermentation in stainless tanks with
pigeage. Theirs is a style emphasizing the fruit qualities.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape white « La Fontaine» 2011 ***(*+) Domaine G. Veneur
Pale yellow gold. The very youthful nose shows a mix of lemon, pineapple and
quince, a lovely flowery lift, and an attractive creaminess and vanilla accent. There
is polish and intensity from the start. Subdued fruit and an elegant, fine acid spine
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along with nutty and vanilla highlights in the aftertaste. Pure Roussanne vinified in
barrique without bâtonnage.
Ventoux « Les Gélinottes » 2011 ***(*) A Jaume
Nearly moderately dense black purple. Touch of reduction, dark fruits beneath.
Clean, balanced. There is muted but attractive sweet black fruits. Dry finale. This
should come around nicely. Half each Grenache & Syrah.
Côtes du Rhône « Réserve Grand Veneur » 2011 ***(*) A Jaume
Moderately dense black purple. Very clean and restrained aromatics suggesting
pure black fruits. The taste is clean, fresh and positive. Rather held back on attack
and opens slightly toward finish. Overall, this wine has excellent presence and
class for its level. A very successful regional blended from 60% Grenache, 30%
Syrah & 10% Cinsaut. This wine retails for around $14 to $15 and consistently over
delivers.
Côtes du Rhône « Les Champauvins » 2011 ***(*+) Domaine G. Veneur
Moderately dense blackish purple. The nose displays particularly attractive and
clean red and black berries, subtly fragrant. The palate shows tension and
precision, though it remains much muted. There is lovely, pure underlying fruit.
The fine calibration for a regional is noteworthy. This comes from their property at
the northern boundary of Châteauneuf alongside Beaucastel. 70% Grenache, 20%
Syrah & 10% Mourvèdre.
Rasteau « Les Valats » 2011 ****(+) A Jaume
Moderately dense black purple. The nose is strikingly beautiful and exceptionally
clean, revealing fragrant red cherry and blackberry. The wine is reserved on
attack, then shows remarkable intensity and composure. It opens slowly to
present a long, inflected and intricate aftertaste that lasts and lasts. This is a
stunning Rasteau that really sings! 90% Grenache plus Syrah & Mourvèdre.
Vacqueyras « Grande Garrigue» 2011 ***(*) A Jaume
Moderately dense black purple. Aromatically, this Vacqueyras shows warmth and
a controlled lift of dark fruits and a toasty note from oak. The palate is clean and
direct, youthfully restrained at first. There are lasting fruit qualities which show in
a sweet liqueur undertone in the finish, which has a firm finale. 60% Grenache,
20% Syrah, 15% Cinsaut with Mourvèdre. Aged in vats and barriques.
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Lirac « Clos de Sixte » 2011 ****(+) Domaine G. Veneur
Moderately dense black purple. The aroma is very deep, pure and displays mature
black cherry, red cherry and blackberry. The taste is already arresting and
multidimensional for Lirac, with intricate fruit notes. The finish is youthful but long
and promising. This example stands out for its class and restraint. 50% Grenache,
35% Syrah & 15% Mourvèdre.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Vieux Terron » 2011 ***(*) A Jaume
Moderately dense black purple. Quite reserved at first. Hints at dark fruits with a
flinty accent. The palate suggests concealed dark fruit and is textured and lasting.
There are hints of aromatic complexity in the finish, with lovely underlying fruit
qualities. 85% Grenache plus Syrah & Mourvèdre. Aged partially in oak.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape 2011 ***(*) Domaine G. Veneur
Moderately dense black purple. The nose is reticent and youthful with an
undercurrent of sweet dark red fruit of class and purity. The wine is textured,
layered and already long in the mouth. This has real volume of fruit and a sweet
undertone, finishing with a ripe tannic frame and fine, pointed acidity masked by
the fruit. This should develop in the near term. 65% Grenache, 25% Syrah & 10%
Mourvèdre. Aged in vat and barrel.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Les Origines » 2011 ****(*) Domaine G. Veneur
Moderately dense black purple. Concentrated nose, particularly for 2011, offering
ripe, complex black cherry and blackberry, a licorice note, and noteworthy
intensity. The palate is rich, assertive and sinewy and delivers a profound layering
of mature dark fruits which impart a strong and lasting impression. I have seen
one review of this wine saying it could be drunk early in its life, but in my opinion
time will be needed to tame and soften this outstanding red from 70-year old
vines grown on clay with galets. Half Grenache and the balance Syrah and
Mourvèdre, which certainly show up in the wine’s black fruits and frame.
Maturation was for 18 months in entirely new barrels, but the oak barely
registers.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Vieilles Vignes» 2011 ****(*) ! Domaine G. Veneur
Nearly dense black red with purple. The nose is intense and penetrating, reflecting
old vines (age undetermined). There is rich red and black cherry and blackberry
fruit, and the aroma is assertive and impressive for its depth and power. The
palate is highly concentrated, chewy and backward. Full and sinewy with
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remarkable strength. There is a mass of concealed dark fruit. Half Grenache with a
large share of Mourvèdre (40%) and some Syrah. Needs a decade to begin to
show and will keep much longer. Aged for 18 months in all-new barrels.

Domaine Jean-Claude Marsanne
I came across this grower’s wines at Michel Chabran, a Michelin one star across
the Rhône from Mauves in Pont-de-l’Isère. They own a mere 14 acres of St-Joseph
on steep slopes, and their yields are below 35 hl/ha. The words “honest” and
“typical” come to mind. The name “Marsanne” is not a typo.
Saint-Joseph white 2011 ***(*)
Brilliant gold. Ultraclean, attractive aromatics with delicate inflections of blanched
almond, white fruits and cream. The palate is alive and highly aromatic through
finish. The finish is long and precise. So very clean. 100% Marsanne fermented in
tank and barrel, with weekly bâtonnage for 12 months.
Saint-Joseph red 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense dark red with purple. The nose is lovely, vey clean and subtly
fragrant with red fruits and a smoked meat overtone. The palate is pure, clean
and precise. There is a sense of transparency, aromatic lift, and tension. Comes
from 20 parcels in Mauves which form 6 separate cuvees until bottling.
Saint-Joseph red 2010 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red. The wine is very clean, pure and restrained to the
nose, hinting a small red fruits. The palate follows and is clean, precise and finely
defined. Has a lighter feel without density.
Crozes-Hermitage red 2010 ***(+)
Nearly moderately dense very dark red with purple. The nose is clean, fresh and
reveals very youthful red fruits. The wine is balanced and fresh in the mouth, with
just enough texture at the center to offset the dry frame.
Domaine Pierre Gaillard
This well-known grower has holdings in numerous Northern Rhône appellations
and cellars in Malleval. The highly colorful labels, each one unique, make the
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wines easy to spot. The whites are generally held for 8 to 10 months in barrel, of
which 10 to 20% are new, and the reds are given rather more new wood.
Saint-Joseph white 2012 ***(*)
Bright yellow gold. Lovely, perfumed yellow fruits along with candied lemon in the
penetrating, primary aroma. The palate is more controlled, then shows the same
aromatic expression in the aftertaste. 100% Roussanne produced at very low
yields. To be bottled June 2013.
Condrieu 2012 ***(*)
Bright yellow gold. High-toned, perfumed nose dominated by candied yellow fruits
and ripe pear. Beautifully expressive on entry to palate, falls away and then
resurfaces in a long, subtle, perfumed finish. From south-facing parcels in the
Côtes Bellay and Boissey. 10% new oak, weekly bâtonnage.
Condrieu « l’Octroi » 2012 ****(+)
Bright yellow gold. Pure, intense and clean nose offering complex pear, quince,
apple and flower inflections. The aroma is very inviting. Similarly, the taste reveals
exciting expression and follow-through. Has subtlety and nuance. A beautiful and
promising Condrieu. From diverse parcels in Malleval. 5% new oak, bâtonnage.
Saint-Joseph red 2011 **(*)
Moderately dense dark red with purple. The aroma is clean, soft, low-toned and
suggests dark red fruits. The wine is lighter in the mouth, fresh, dry and clean. The
finish offers small red fruits and a leafy note.
Saint-Joseph red « Clos de Cuminaille » 2011 ***(+)
Just medium dense dark red with clear purple rim. Soft nose with dark fruits
without marked concentration. This seems to lack substance though it has
attractive, delicate aromatics at the end. Granite slope in Chavanay, 18 months in
40% new oak.
Saint-Joseph red « Les Pierres » 2011 **(*)
Rather light dark red with clear purple rim. The aroma is lifted, showing leafy red
fruit. This also misses concentration, making me wonder why 100% new oak was
used.
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Cornas 2011 **(+)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. Pronounced aroma with
distinctive fruit profile (lingonberry?). Rather severe and lean in the mouth.
Côte-Rôtie 2011 **(*)
Palish dark red with clear purple rim. The nose displays a delicate floral aspect and
red fruits without notable depth. This is a transparent example with attractive
aromatics of small red fruits and a touch of smoked meat. Has good length and
finesse and a dry conclusion. Needs more flesh in my opinion.
Côte-Rôtie « Rose Pourpre» 2011 ***(+)
Just moderately dense dark red with purple. Subdued, warm nose of red fruit with
wood aging accents. The palate is marked by its aromatic qualities and, again,
more flesh and substance would be desirable. 18 months in half-new oak.
Domaine Eric et Joel Durand
The Durands focus on about 40 acres of parcels in Saint-Joseph and Cornas and
have garnered a solid reputation since taking over the domaine in 1991. Their
vines tend to be on the young side, so the dimension of the wines is bound to grow
in time. They do not use much new wood. This is a good address, although their
2011 reds did not show as well as some and merit retasting at a later stage.
Saint-Péray 2012 ***(*)
Bright yellow gold. Ultraclean, very finely nuanced nose exhibiting delicate white
and yellow fruits along with a suggestion of oak. The wine is direct and linear in
the mouth, lighter in weight yet offering lovely purity. This is the first production
from young vines. 20% in barrique.
Saint-Joseph red « Les Coteaux » 2011 ***(+) ?
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. Very clean and fresh nose hinting at a
fragrance of red plum and cherry. The palate is closed as tight as a fist with a stiff
acid backbone. Unapproachable for now – will it show more in time? From 20-25year old vines at the south of the appellation. Aged in a mix of concrete and
barrique.
Saint-Joseph red « Lautaret » 2011 ***( ?)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. The nose is very clean with muted
dark red fruits and a spice accent. The palate is tight, lean and closed. Very
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difficult to assess. 20-year old vines in a small parcel at the top of the slope above
Chateaubourg. Aged in barrel, partly new.
Cornas « Prémices» 2011 ***(?)
Color as above. Non-expressive overall with hints of dark red fruit and spice.
Tightly held together. Young vines.
Cornas « Empreintes » 2011 ***(+)
Color as above, slightly denser center. Closed to the nose at first, then suggests
faint dark red fruit with good concentration. Clean, fresh and tightly wound in the
mouth. There is an elevated spine of acidity and dry tannin. May have enough
hidden material. Multiple parcels, vines less than 15 years of age.
Domaine Bernard Gripa
This estate is domiciled in Mauves and has vineyards in St.-Joseph and St.-Péray.
The whites are barrel fermented and the reds barrel aged. There is solid quality
here in whites and reds alike. Like many small Rhône growers, the Gripa wines are
not easy to find in the U.S. Also, for some reason, the wines are overlooked by
notable reviewers of Rhône wines.
Saint-Péray « Les Pins » 2011 ***(*)
Bright yellow gold. High-toned aroma expressing white and yellow peach and a
honeyed note. Pure and nuanced. In the mouth, this white is ultraclean, direct and
precise. Bottled May 2012.
Saint-Péray « Les Figuiers» 2011 ***(*+)
Brilliant yellow gold. Lovely, high-toned aromatics with varied yellow fruit
highlights complemented by attractive oak. This has concentration and followthrough. Direct, precise with an elegant, incisive finale. Very well done. 60%
Marsanne, 40% Roussanne. Bottled Sep 2012. I did spot one retail listing in the
U.S. for this wine in the mid-$40s a bottle.
Saint-Joseph white « Le Berceau » 2011 ****(+)
Bright yellow gold. Ultraclean once more with a pronounced, scented nose of
yellow peach and flattering oak. The palate exhibits harmony and composure
together with a creamy quality. Very long, very fine for a white St.-Jo. 100%
Marsanne. Bottled Sep 2012.
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Saint-Joseph red 2011 ***(+)
Nearly dense very dark red with purple rim. Lovely, fresh, clean mélange of red
cherry, red plum along with a clean oak overlay. The palate as well is immediately
clean and fresh, though largely non-expressive. Medium weight. Dry,
undeveloped, balanced finish.
Saint-Joseph red « Le Berceau» 2011 ****(+)
Almost dense very dark red with thin purple edge. Pure, promising aroma with
evident old vine concentration of dark fruit and a faint meaty accent. In the
mouth, this red is pure, layered and composed. There is a finely matched frame of
acidity and fine-grained tannin. One of the best 2011 red St.-Joseph of this trip.
Domaine Pierre et Jérôme Coursodon
With parcels exclusively in St.-Joseph and cellars in Mauves, this is a well-known
estate with an excellent reputation. They own about 37 acres. The top wines see a
good proportion of new oak, and they minimize sulfur and do not fine or filter.
Their 2011s are very successful across the full range, showing skill in adapting to
the vintage.
Saint-Joseph white « Silice» 2011 *** (*)
Bright yellow gold. Very enticing, pure, inflected nose offering flowery and flinty
highlights. The palate is transparent and light on its feet, leaving a clean, elegant
impression. Perhaps a bit muted as it was bottled two days earlier. Pure
Marsanne.
Saint-Joseph white « Le Paradis St.-Pierre» 2011 ***(*)
Bright yellow gold. Very clean and high-toned at first with an almost Burgundian
personality, thereafter revealing white and yellow fruits and a clean oak
complement. The taste is very clean once more, and the wine has an appealing
polish with blanched nut in the dry, elegant finale. 95% Marsanne, 5% Roussanne,
barrel fermented with about one-fifth new wood.
Saint-Joseph red « Silice» 2011***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. Very clean, subtly lifted dark red
fruit aroma with a faint meaty, smoky accent. The palate is textured, medium
weight, and finishes with a fresh, creamy ending together with subtle red fruit and
meat notes. Well done.
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Saint-Joseph red « L’Olivaie» 2011 ***(*+)
Moderately dense plus blackish red with purple at rim. Very inviting aroma, fresh
and youthful, with underlying dark red fruits and subtle oak and meaty accents.
The wine exhibits lovely composition in the mouth and is polished from attack to
finish. There is a long, promising aftertaste with clean, balanced acidity and
moderate tannin. There is a solid concentration of old-vine fruit at the core. From
slopes above Tournon, 50+ year old vines.
Saint-Joseph red « Le Paradis St.-Pierre» 2011 ****(+)
Nearly dense blackish red with purple rim. The nose shows very good
concentration and reserve, with muted dark red fruits, clean oak and flinty notes.
The wine is clean and fresh on the attack, yet shows an attractive textural feel
from the start as well. This bottling has restraint and a dry, balanced frame. This
wine is all about terroir, not winemaking, and as such offers a very different
profile than La Sensonne.
Saint-Joseph red « La Sensonne» 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense plus very dark red with purple edge. The nose is focused and
fresh with dark red cherry and noticeable oak. The taste delivers a core of dark
fruit and is focused and fresh as well. The finish is long and promising, marrying
attractive fruit and oak, which is prominent yet short of overwhelming. This should
age well over the medium term. Aged entirely in new barrels.
Domaine Louis Chèze
This is a fastidious, quality-minded domaine based in Limony started in 1978 with
a small holding in St.-Joseph. Today, the estate amounts to approximately 74
acres in St.-Joseph, Condrieu and IGP. The family is a partner in a separate venture
at Seyssuel, the ancient Roman site on the left bank near Vienne. All parcels are
picked by hand, and Syrah is sorted three times and destemmed. White grapes are
sorted twice. Whites are fermented and aged in barrels, around one-fifth new for
the whites, with bâtonnage. All reds see time in barrel. The 2011s were very good
in red and excellent in white.
Saint-Joseph white« Ro-Rée» 2011 ****(+)
Brilliant, viscous yellow gold. Very attractive nose, rich and classy, offering ripe
yellow fruits and a touch of honey. The palate follows and is long, gaining in
complexity, with a promising finish. 60% Marsanne, 40% Roussanne.
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Condrieu « Pagus Luminus» 2011 ****(+)
Bright yellow gold. Ripe, perfumed aroma of Bosc pear, flower and white peach.
The palate delivers beautiful precision and finesse and is long and comparatively
restrained with fine inflections and acidity. Lovely example. From a 3-hectare
south-facing parcel in Limony.
Condrieu « Brèze» 2011 ****(*)
Brilliant yellow gold. Marvelous youthful aromatic expression of concentrated,
multifaceted yellow fruits and flower. The palate displays beautiful expressiveness
and harmony along with fine, nuanced aromatic highlights in the persistent
aftertaste. This outstanding Condrieu comes from a single southeast-facing parcel
of 1.5 hectares in Limony.
Saint-Joseph red « Ro-Rée» 2011 ***(+)
Nearly moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. Very clean, youthful, lifted
nose of youthful red fruits with a faint smoked meat accent. The taste is focused
and fresh, not at all viscous but very expressive with an appealing amalgam of red
fruits and smoked meat. Firm, dry ending. 12 months in barrels of 1 to 3 uses.
Saint-Joseph red « Caroline» 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense very dark red purple. Clean, fresh, focused aroma with good
fruit concentration. The palate has an elegant profile and is quite held in, ending
cleand and dry. From a parcel at 1,000 ft. above Brèze with due south orientation.
20% new oak.
Saint-Joseph red « Anges» 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. Evident concentration with
smoky note and muted dark red fruit. Polished yet reserved in the mouth, with a
clean, dry backbone and well-managed tannins. A backward 2011 with very good
keeping potential. From a 2-hectare parcel at 1,000 ft. in Limony. Vines 45 – 50
years old. 100% new oak for 18 months, which is completely absorbed.
Côte-Rôtie « Belle Demoiselle» 2011 **(*)
Moderately dense very dark red purple. The nose is rather non-expressive with a
touch of stink. The palate has a transparent feel with red fruits, smoked meat and
a barnyard odor. Lacks purity.
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Domaine Franck Balthazar
Balthazar is a grower whose wines I do not see often and is somewhat off the
radar. Apparently, they own 3.5 hectares in three parcels. Chaillot was the only
wine they showed at the Découvertes. The vines in this parcel date from the late
19th century. Aging is in 600-liter barrels, none new, to avoid masking the terroir.
Cornas « Chaillot» 2011 ****(+)
Opaque black purple. Completely individual aroma with far more maturity than
other 2011s in the North – very ripe black cherry, black plum. The wine has a
beautiful, enveloping, smooth feel with a fine ripe acid spine and mature tannins.
There is more reserve and less overt maturity in its fruit character in the mouth.
The influence of very old vines is fully evident. Distinctive and unlike any other
Cornas I tasted.
Domaine du Tunnel
This stellar domaine was formed in the mid-1990s and is looked after by Stéphane
Robert, who shows remarkable talent across his entire portfolio of appellations,
both white and red. The estate produces three styles of St.-Péray – including a rare
pure Roussanne – as well as red St.-Joseph and Cornas. There is impeccable purity
in the Tunnel wines, and the 2011s I sampled were among the best of the vintage
in their respective appellations.
Saint-Péray « Roussanne» 2011 ***(*)
Bright golden yellow. The ultraclean aroma is a high toned and complex mix of
white fruits, flowers and a flinty note. The palate is precise and inflected,
youthfully controlled on attack and then exhibiting persistent aromatics with stony
notes, finishing with a clean bite of acidity. It is uncommon to find wines crafted
solely from Roussanne in the Rhône. 20% in tronconique vats, 30% in barriques of
1 to 5 uses, and 50% in tank.
Saint-Joseph red 2011 ****(*)
Moderately dense black purple. Very youthful nose of blackberry and black pepper
showing excellent focus and concentration. The wine is mostly non-expressive on
the palate but has beautiful polish and feel. The acidity is perfectly married to the
flesh. Exhibits striking purity and lovely reserved black fruits and berries. One of
the best 2011 St.-Jo’s tasted. Grown in 3 parcels in Tournon, Mauves and Glun
averaging 30 years of age.
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Cornas 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense very dark purple red. The nose shows considerable reserve with
evident concentration and hidden dark red fruit. In the mouth, this Cornas delivers
a focused, fresh and clean impression. There is an excellent core of dark fruit with
particularly attractive polish and equilibrium. The ending has fine acidity and firm,
well-managed but not hard tannin. This wine is beautifully constructed and shows
off the best qualities of the vintage. A blend of 15 parcels covering 4 hectares.
Cornas « Vin Noir» 2011 ****(*)
Nearly dense black purple. The deep nose is very clean and shows a great deal of
reserve and very youthful, pure black fruits. The palate follows, with noteworthy
purity and controlled strength. There is concentration but also elegance, with a
pronounced, calibrated backbone of acidity and fine-grained tannin. This Cornas,
from 100-year old vines, is absolutely beautiful. It has all the attributes of the
appellation without the austerity of many heralded vintages (such as 2010).
Domaine Vincent Paris
I have been an admirer of the wines of Vincent Paris, who set up his domaine in
1997, for a number of years. He currently looks after17 acres, mostly in Cornas
(about 12 acres) with small holdings in St.-Joseph and regional Côtes du Rhône.
He practices destemming to a large extent, a week-long cold soak, and 3 to 4
weeks of maceration. He avoids new wood, maturing in barrels of 2 to 8 uses, and
does not filter. Stylistically, I would place the Paris wines between the old school
and modern: the wines are clean and possess both fruit and classic structures. The
2011s were in a difficult phase and especially backward at the Découvertes
(compare my assessments to those for other domaines). Some have given them
stronger notes – perhaps they were more flattering at an earlier stage?
Saint-Joseph red « Les Côtes» 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense black purple. Aromatically, this 2011 is focused and reserved
with masked black fruit. The taste is clean, fresh and direct, leaving an etched
finale, revealing subtly inflected black fruits with flinty accents at the very end.
Cornas « Granit 30» 2011 ***(+?)
Moderately dense black purple. The nose is very restrained and fresh with hidden
black fruits and flinty highlights. On the palate, this Cornas is very tightly wound
and dry. Closed overall and hard to assess. Has classic youthful austerity, but does
it miss the needed concentration? Deserves retasting.
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Cornas « Granit 60» 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense black purple. Very reserved with a penetrating aspect along
with accents of black pepper, graphite and black fruits. Clearly, there is more
“center” than in the “30” cuvee and a firm, dry backbone. Backward.
Cornas «La Geynale» 2011 ***(*) ?
Moderately dense black purple. The nose shows a sense of lift with notes of black
fruit and graphite. There is good concentration and reserve. The palate has a
muted layered, lifted expression with a touch of softness at the center. The tannins
are very dry, leaving a lingering astringency and faint bitterness. This old-vine
cuvee has uncharacteristic structure for the vintage and is destined for much
longer cellaring than most 2011 Cornas. Again, a wine to retaste.
Domaine Courbis
This is a substantial estate of 81 acres, of which 59 are in St.-Joseph and the
balance in Cornas together with a small IGP Ardèche vineyard. The domaine is
managed by the two Courbis brothers and enjoys a solid reputation. They keep the
yields low, practice destemming, use a proportion of new oak, and do not fine or
filter. There is modern flair here in the best sense. They showed two St.-Joseph red
2010s and a range of 2011s at the Découvertes, and there were standouts in both
vintages.
Saint-Joseph white 2011 **(*)
Clear gold. High-toned nose of white fruits, flowers and new oak with an almost
Burgundian profile. The wine is clean and dry on the palate, falls off, then comes
up in the finish. A bit hollow. The oak is very present. Fermented in all-new barrels.
Nearly entirely Marsanne from a vineyard toward the southern limit of the AOC at
the 45th parallel.
Saint-Joseph red 2011 ***+
Moderately dense red purple. Quite open to the nose, showing dark red fruits and
graphite. The flavors as well are revealing and the wine has good substance and
length, ending with a soft feel, particularly for a 2010. Similar vineyard location as
above.
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Saint-Joseph red « Les Royes» 2010 ****(+)
Moderately dense black red. Very lovely and pure scent of black currant and blackberry with graphite and spice. There is very good concentration. The entry is
polished and the wine is composed and concentrated but not a heavyweight. The
finish reveals a fine, pronounced acid spine and tannic grip. This is still very young
with excellent mid-term potential. An excellent and complete example of St.Joseph. The vineyard is on a slope situated close to Cornas and faces due south in
a protected, warm valley.
Cornas «Champelrose» 2011 ***(*)
Nearly dense black purple. Serious nose, very terroir (granite) with graphite
highlights and masked black fruits. Largely reserved, this 2010 marries a polished
mouth feel from attack to finish with a fine, elevated acid frame and integrated
tannins. Very young with solid promise. Champelrose is a brand name and comes
from several parcels, both foot of slope and hillside, and vines from 20 to 90 years
old.
Cornas «Les Eygats» 2011 ****(+)
Nearly dense black purple. Enticing blackberry scent at first followed by graphite
and a peppery note. The nose is deep and impressive. The taste profile is inviting
and sensual for a young Cornas, delivering a smooth attack and center. Balanced
with a well-integrated framework of acidity and relatively soft, sweet tannin.
Among the best 2011 Cornas I tasted. From a parcel at 820 feet on terraces of
decomposed granite which ripens very late.
Cornas «La Sabarette» 2011 ****(*)
Dense black purple. Intense, concentrated nose with a feral quality, wild black
fruits and a distinctive terroir signature. Has depth and authority. The wine offers
an impressive, enveloping texture, notable length and a lasting mouth-coating
sensation. Harmonious and not at all severe. Shows the influence of its 60+ year
old vines. To be bottled July 2013.
Domaine Auguste Clape
Clape is one of the grand old names of Cornas and has shaped the character of
this appellation in the minds of devotees. They own a little over 13 acres in Cornas
together with around 5 acres elsewhere. Their regime is ultra-traditional: no
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destemming, fermentation in open cement cuves, malo and aging in foudres.
There is a divide between Clape and the more “modern” growers in wine style.
Cornas «Renaissance» 2011 ***(*)
Nearly dense black purple. The nose is high-toned with penetrating lift, graphite
and masked black currant and wild fruit. The taste is a classic expression of Cornas
with its graphite, black pepper and wild black fruits and firm, dry, authoritative
finish. Renaissance joins 3 parcels from 12 to 25 years of age.
Cornas 2011 ****(+)
Dense, very black with purple. A whiff of volatility at the outset, then graphite,
granite, red meat and submerged black fruit. The palate boasts tremendous
concentration and a sense of volume without any viscosity. The aromatics are
largely restrained and there is an impression of enormous reserve and potential.
The wine closes with marked acidity and tannin but does not seem severe. This,
the main bottling from Clape, comes from vines 35 to 60+ years old.
Domaine Alain Voge
Voge is, like Clape, a reference point for Cornas in particular, but their estate
extends to St.-Joseph, St.-Péray and a Northern Côtes du Rhône that is entirely
Syrah. The range of whites includes the outstanding “Fleur de Crussol” and a
sparkling St.-Péray. The old-vine bottling of Cornas is superb.
Saint-Péray sparkling « Les Bulles d’Alain» non-vintage ***
Light yellow gold with an active mousse. Offers a simple nose with moderate
expression and a touch of yellow fruit. The taste is straightforward, clean, and
fully dry. There are subtle notes of blanched nut and yellow fruits. This cuvee is
essentially all 2011 vintage, I was told, and given brief aging on the yeast and no
dosage.
Saint-Péray « Harmonie» 2011 ***+
Bright yellow gold. Rather non-expressive with low-toned yellow fruit accents. The
palate offers more interest and texture along with a chalky aftertaste. Faintly
sweet yellow fruits linger. Dry but rounded and rather tender ending. Pure
Marsanne fermented and aged on lees in stainless tank.
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Saint-Péray « Terres Boisées» 2011 ***(+)
Bright yellow gold. Aromatic mix of yellow and white peach and oak. The taste is
clean with flavors of fruit and oak. Has intensity and persistence with expressive,
dry finish. The handling à la Bourgogne has left its mark. Barrel fermented, with
bâtonnage, in 40% new pieces.
Saint-Péray « Fleur de Crussol» ****(+)
Bright yellow gold. The nose is focused and intense, a mélange of white fruit,
skillfully married oak, and a soil expression akin to the coteaux of Meursault. The
taste shows focus and equilibrium with excellent length and aromatic intensity,
finishing clean and dry with a noticeable oak complement. An excellent example,
even more Burgundian than the Terres Boisées. Barrel fermented in 20% new
wood.
Saint-Joseph red « Les Vinsonnes» ***(+)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. Attractive, rather open dark red
fruits and smoked meat in the aroma. Shows poise and particularly expressive
aromatics in the mouth. Retains a transparent feel with clean, balancing acidity
and low tannins. Comes from a very steep vineyard of young vines (around 10
years old) in Mauves. Aged in barrel for 16 months.
Cornas «Les Chailles» 2011 ****(+)
Nearly dense blackish red with purple. The aroma shows off pure, high-class fruit –
wild berries, red cherry, and blackberry – and is very clean and focused. The palate
reveals impressive intensity and precision without being heavy or viscous. The
interplay of fruit and acidity is noteworthy. Partial destemming, long vatting, 16
months in barrel.
Cornas «Vieilles Vignes» 2011 ****(*)
Moderately dense black purple. The nose displays a great deal of strength in
reserve and real old-vine concentration. There is marvelous blackberry and
boysenberry fruit. The palate has an arresting combination of weightlessness and
intensity. There are explosive, inflected aromatics, notably black fruit and
graphite. Exceptionally long, firmly defined. All is in balance, ending with a noble
austerity. Archetypal Cornas. A blend of multiple parcels of vines over 30 years of
age. Matured for around 18 months in 20% new barrels. The 2011 will be bottled
in May 2013.
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Domaine Marc Sorrel
This estate has holdings in Crozes and Hermitage and is known for both whites
and reds, among them their signature blend of Greffieux and Le Méal known as
“Gréal.” Theirs is a traditional style without any new oak influence. The wines are
solid and keep well, demanding patience, although I found the 2011s to be
somewhat severe overall.
Hermitage white 2011 ***(+)
Pronounced gold. Subtly scented nose offering Mirabelle and faint blanched nut.
The palate is tightly wound with elevated acidity, perhaps missing a little center.
Pure Marsanne from the Greffieux climat.
Hermitage white «Rocoules» 2011 ***(*)
Marked yellow gold. Very clean, penetrating nose of Mirabelle with notable
intensity. Has concentration at the core while remaining reserved and incisive.
There are lovely inflections of Mirabelle and almond. Nearly all Marsanne from
vines over 50 years old.
Hermitage red 2011 ***(+)
Rather pale dark red purple. Very clean, focused nose delivering a mixture of dark
red fruits and crushed wild berries. The palate is strictly defined and severe,
although the nose promises more. The ending is marked by drying tannin and cut.
A selection of 30-year old vines, mostly in Plantiers, with a small addition from Les
Bessards and Greffieux.
Hermitage red «Gréal» 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense black purple. Very fresh, pure, clean nose with muted black
fruits and berries along with a soft inky overtone. The palate is similarly clean and
pure, but very held back. There seems to be good concentration at the core, but
the wine is dominated by pointed acidity and dry tannin. There is a small portion
of Marsanne which is co-fermented.
Delas
This producer dates from the early 1800s and has experienced a complete
transformation since the 1990s. The firm, now part of the Champagne Roederer
group, has an estate of 73 acres in Crozes, St.-Joseph and Hermitage. They also
produce a range of négociant wines from throughout the Valley. There is
dependable quality regardless of origin, and the firm’s top estate bottlings
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compete with the best of their types. I tasted only a few of their 2011s at the
Hermitage venue.
Hermitage white «Marquise de la Tourette» 2012 ***(*)
Dark straw gold, a touch cloudy as a tank sample. Primary, rich nose with
generous dark yellow fruit. The palate has promising richness, with ample fruit
and flesh. Framed by a clean acid spine. Has very good potential. 90% Marsanne,
10% Roussanne from 3 climats.
Hermitage white «Marquise de la Tourette» 2011 ***(*)
Bright yellow gold. Focused, concentrated aroma of inflected white and yellow
fruits and a touch of new oak with stony accents. In the mouth, this Hermitage is
clean and incisive with persistent aromatics, finishing with a pronounced acid
frame and lingering notes of vanilla and blanched nut.
Hermitage red «Domaine des Tourettes» 2012 ****(+)
Dense black purple. Clean, generous and pure nose of concentrated cassis and
blackberry together with a violet highlight. The palate confirms the ample,
impressive primary black fruit. The wine has a fat feel upfront and firm, defined
framework of acidity and tannin. Based on parcels in Les Bessards and Les
Grandes Vignes.
Hermitage red «Domaine des Tourettes» 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense black purple. Very clean, attractive black fruits and berries
complemented by oak. The fruit qualities are equally apparent on the palate, and
there is appealing underlying texture. Finishes with a firm, dry structure and wellhandled oak. Roughly 30% new oak was used for the 2011.
Hermitage red «Bessards» 2011 ****(+)
Opaque black purple. The nose exhibits terrific concentration and quality of black
fruits. There are youthful, enticing berry nuances and very subtle oak. The wine
possesses superb freshness and class and the fruit is especially pure. Structured
with marked acidity which surfaces more at the very end. A classic Hermitage
which will have a very long life. Matured for about 16 months in barrels of 1 to 3
uses.
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Maison Nicolas Perrin
This new enterprise is a partnership between Nicolas Jaboulet – of the famous
Rhône family who are the former owners of Paul Jaboulet Aîné – and the Perrin
family. They concentrate on small lots of selected Northern Rhône appellations
which are aged in the Perrin cellars. The Hermitage selections I tasted were of
excellent quality.
Hermitage white 2011 ***(*)
Light yellow gold. Lovely, expressive dark yellow fruit along with a floral note and
inviting creaminess. The taste is pure and layered with attractive aromatic
highlights. There is a precise, fine spine of acidity. Has an early accessibility.
Hermitage red 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense plus black purple. Lifted, pure, expressive black fruit with a
violet note and faint toastiness. The palate is pure, clean, positive and medium
plus in weight. There is a freshness and attractive youthful black fruit. The ending
is clean and dry but not severe. Relatively tender for a young Hermitage.
Ermitage red 2010 ****(+)
Moderately dense black with purple rim. Concentrated and reserved black and red
fruit to the nose with a suggestion of black pepper. Has an appealing mouth-feel
with underlying polish. While very young, there is precocious appeal. Excellent
balance of flesh and backbone, finishing with elevated acidity and firm, astringent
tannin. This should age very well. Sourced from Grandes Vignes, Greffieux and Les
Murets.
Maison M. Chapoutier
This firm, founded in the early 19th century, is bound up with the history of Rhône
wines. In 1990, Michel Chapoutier took the reins and has turned the family
company into a tour de force in the Valley and beyond, with ventures in other
parts of France and the world. While he has voiced strong criticism of so-called
“natural” wines, especially the ‘no sulfur’ school, he has become one of the
strongest advocates of biodynamic viticulture. The house has as well led the
fashion for sélections parcellaires, bottlings from specific climats with
trademarked names. Interestingly, they were showing a large assortment of
2012s – far more than any other producer – and those ratings should be
considered provisional.
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Hermitage white «Chante-Alouette» 2012 ***(*)
Pronounced dark yellow gold. Quite rich and clean nose showing subtly nuanced
dark yellow fruit with good substance. The palate delivers attractive up-front fruit,
fades a bit, then comes up more in the finish. Has a gentleness and fine acid spine.
Ermitage white «Le Méal» 2012 ****(+)
Pronounced golden yellow. Beautiful scent of assorted yellow fruits, flowers and
honey. The taste reveals lovely nearly exotic yellow fruits, notably pineapple and
peach along with a honeyed quality. This is ample and surprisingly forward with
ripe acidity and marked warmth. 50-year old Marsanne. Half fermented in new
demi-muids, half in tank.
Ermitage white «De L’Orée» 2012 ****(*)
Pronounced gold with yellow reflections. Very rich, extraordinarily multi-faceted
young aroma of honey, yellow peach and pineapple. Very deep, warm. The palate
has an exceptional feel and early complexity with a huge volume of aromatics.
Remarkably long, multidimensional finish. How can this be so delicious right now?
60+ year old Marsanne in Les Murets. Same handling as Le Méal.
Ermitage white «L’Ermite» 2012 ****(*)!
Bright pronounced gold. Fabulous nose – a sweet, honeyed perfume with diverse
yellow and tropical fruits. The palate is more restrained though still possesses
tremendous expression and dimension for such a young wine. Truly has
extraordinary aromatic complexity and is so very lasting, warm and sensual – the
flavors don’t seem to end! Old Marsanne at the top of the Hermitage hill.
Fermented entirely in barrel with bâtonnage.
Hermitage white «Chante Alouette» 2011 ****(+)
Bright pronounced yellow gold. Very ripe, inflected aroma of Mirabelle with flinty
and honeyed accents. In the mouth, it is less forthcoming and shows flesh and
muted flavors along with a mouth-coating quality. Fine, elegant acidity comes up
in the finale. Long, very promising and very full aftertaste.
Ermitage white «Le Méal» 2010 ****(*)
Brilliant pronounced yellow gold. High-toned, honeyed aroma offering a myriad of
yellow and tropical fruits of extraordinary dimension and complexity. The palate
starts slowly and gains in volume and expression, with marvelous yellow fruits and
toasty highlights. Long, undeveloped but very rich aftertaste.
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Ermitage white «De L’Orée» 2010 ****(*)
Pronounced yellow gold. Multidimensional nose with toast, flint and honeyed
aspects. Has real depth and authority in the mouth, still reserved but promising
considerable development.
Hermitage red «Monier de la Sizéranne» 2012 ***(*?)
Moderately dense black purple. Very muted black fruits and a graphite note to the
nose with masked concentration. The palate is closed, with black fruits at the core
and a clean frame. Dumb and difficult to judge right now. Sourced in Les Bessards,
Le Méal and Greffieux. Destemmed, fermented in cement. Up to 14 months in
barrel.
Hermitage red «Monier de la Sizéranne» 2010 ***(*)
Nearly dense black purple. Clean, reserved nose suggesting dark red and black
fruits and an oak note. In the mouth, this Hermitage has beautiful focus and line.
Balanced and composed. Firm, dry frame with clean oak and acidity. Rather
backward.
Ermitage red «Le Méal» 2012 ***(*+)
Moderately dense black purple. Reduced at first, yet reveals tremendous depth
and concentration of black fruits and a violet note. The taste delivers a somewhat
lighter, elegant composition with primary highlights and a youthful structure. Too
early to judge fully. Destemmed, fermented at higher temperatures in small
cement tanks. Free run only. Up to 18 months in barrel, new and one use.
Ermitage red «Le Méal» 2010 ****(*)
Dense black purple. Intense if very youthful expression of pure black fruits and
well-married oak. The attack is closed but polished. There is a soft, fleshy center.
Ripe, firm acidity and chalky tannin at the conclusion with notes of black fruit,
black berries and pepper.
Ermitage red «Pavillon» 2012 ****(*)!
Dense black purple. Extraordinary expression for a wine at this stage – profound
and lifted mélange of cassis, blackberry and boysenberry. The palate offers a
fabulous feel and complexity with smoky black fruits. Exceptionally long with
fabulous potential. Touch of chalky tannin. The finish never ends! Syrah vines from
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90- to 100-years old. Destemmed, long fermentation in cement tanks. Free run
only. Up to 20 months in 30% new barrels.
Ermitage red «Pavillon» 2010 ****(*)!
Opaque black purple. Completely arresting aromatics, highly concentrated and
high-toned with very pure black fruits and a mentholated aspect. The palate has a
gorgeous velvety texture despite its youth and firm, dry structure. Powerful
tannins and marked acidity, but in harmony with the flesh. An extraordinary wine
with a great future. Subtle oak imprint lingers at the very end.
Domaine des Remizières (Caves Desmeure)
A domaine of around 74 acres in Crozes, St.-Joseph and Hermitage. The three
Hermitage I tasted displayed classic styling as well as class. Unfortunately, they
are not easy to find.
Hermitage white «Cuvée Emilie» 2011 ****(+)
Brilliant, viscous yellow gold. The nose offers highly expressive ripe yellow peach
and Mirabelle with a nearly candied aspect. The palate is ripe, round and textured.
The finish is particularly long, creamy and dominated by ripe fruit. Fine acidity
hidden in the flesh. A lovely white offering plenty of flavor interest. 50- to 60-year
old Marsanne with about 5% Roussanne. Fermented in 70% new Burgundian
barrels.
Hermitage red «Cuvée Emilie» 2011 ***(*)
Dense black purple with an attractive gradient. Largely reserved nose suggesting
very pure black fruit with a faint peppery note. Has concentration and depth. The
wine is polished as it enter the mouth and delivers highly aromatic black fruit.
Long, warm youthful finish. A classic model of red Hermitage. 80% Grandes
Vignes, 20% Rocoules. Aged in all-new barrels.
Hermitage red «Autrement» 2010 ****(+)
Very healthy dense black purple. The nose is clean, pure and reserved with a sense
of black fruit and a peppery background. Has warmth and lift. The palate is clean
and very fresh. Poised, elegant. Very young and undeveloped. This is a classic
example of Hermitage with a long future. A selection of the most granitic sections
of Grandes Vignes. Fermented in open, new demi-muids with pigeage. Aged in
100% new barrels.
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Ferraton Père et Fils
This firm is now owned by Chapoutier, but there is a “hands off” attitude, and the
wines have their own personality. The red Hermitage tasted were well-made and
showed an elegant interpretation.
Ermitage red «Les Dionnières» 2012 ***(*)
Dense black purple. High-toned, clean wild red and black fruits. Has a lighter feel
with pronounced flowery aromatics and is not at all dense. Clean, dry frame with
appealing fruit expression at the end.
Ermitage red «Le Méal» 2012 ***(*?)
Dense black purple. Reduced nose, difficult to assess by shows intensity and muted
black fruit. The palate is similarly held back and slowly shows a flowery profile. Dry
ending, rather blunt at least for now.
Ermitage red «Les Dionnières» 2010 ***(+)
Dense black purple. Has good focus and high-toned black fruits and berries with
an overlay of oak. The palate exhibits precision and a sense of finesse. Highly
pronounced aromatics. Firm, dry finale. Should come around in the mid-term.
Ermitage red «Le Méal» 2010 ***(*)
Dense very black purple. Concentrated, highly focused albeit mostly closed nose,
with cassis hidden beneath. In the mouth, this red Hermitage has very attractive
black fruit at the core yet is very backward. Firm, dry structure. An elegant style
overall.

Paul Jaboulet Aîné
This famous Rhône house, with large holdings throughout the Northern half of the
Valley, has been through a turbulent period recently. For years, they were the
principal ambassador for the Rhône around the world, led by the beloved and
tireless Gérard Jaboulet. Their iconic La Chapelle was one of France’s most sought
after wines. The Jaboulets sold the company to the Frey family of Château La
Lagune in Bordeaux, and it is managed today by Caroline Frey. They are rebuilding
the reputation of the wines.
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Hermitage red «La Petite Chapelle» 2010 ***(+)
Dense black purple. Clean, largely closed nose suggested a mix of black and red
fruits. Clean, non-expressive and very dry in the mouth. Does have a hidden core of
dark fruit and good concentration, but is masked now by its structure.
Hermitage red «La Chapelle» 2010 ****(+)
Opaque black with purple rim. Closed at first to the nose, then warm,
concentrated black fruit along with a touch of pepper and a violet highlight.
Concentrated, composed and balanced impression in the mouth. Impressive
layering and restrained aromatics. Well-structured and backward. A full-blooded
Hermitage with long cellaring potential. The antithesis of the single-parcel
selection: relies on a blend of Les Bessards, Le Méal, Greffieux and Rocoules. Aged
for about 18 months in barrel.
Domaine Barge
This Ampuis-based estate has around 14 acres of vines in Côte-Rôtie and small
holdings in St.-Joseph and Condrieu. The top wines are given quite a long period in
barrel.
Condrieu «La Solarie» 2011 ***(+)
Bright light gold. Muted aroma though ultra-clean and delicately nuanced – but
not the fruit profile I would expect. Precise, inflected palate showing muted dark
yellow fruit and a clean, dry ending. Half barrel, half tank.
Saint-Joseph red «Clos des Martinets» 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense black purple. Very clean, fresh, pure albeit closed nose. Clean,
fresh and poised in the mouth though similarly reserved. Shows subtle black fruits
and black pepper on the clean, dry finish. 12 months of aging in foudres.
Côte-Rôtie «Le Combard» 2010 ***(*)
Moderately dens black red with purple rim. Held back, subtle fragrance of dark red
fruit, small red fruit and a touch of leafiness. The palate is clean, fresh, linear. Has
attractive precision and finesse, with muted flavors and a dry backbone. Only lieudit in the appellation on volcanic soil. 92% Syrah, 8% Viognier. 24 months in barrel.
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Côte-Rôtie «Le Combard» 2009 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. Quite cool, restrained to the nose
with cherry and pomegranate accents and faint toasted and meaty notes. Largely
closed on the palate and framed by fine acidity and dryish tannin.
Côte-Rôtie «Cuvée du Plessy» 2010 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple. Very restrained expression, with hints
of red fruit, leaf and smoked meat. Explosive in its aromatics in the mouth while
remaining well-structured. Red fruit and leafy highlights. Dry tannic shell. 95%
Syrah, 5% Viognier. 30 months in barrel.
Côte-Rôtie «Cuvée du Plessy» 2009 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. Very attractive aroma, already
complex. Has excellent purity and reserve. Ripe red fruit notes with roasted, meaty
notes. The palate is far more restrained and held in by dry tannins. A touch severe,
certainly needs bottle age.
Côte-Rôtie «Côte Brune» 2009 ***(*+ )
Moderately dense very dark red with purple edge. Very pure nose with a great
deal in reserve, but reveals a multifaceted amalgam of warm dark fruit, notably
cherry, plum and blackberry. The palate shows excellent concentration and focus
as well as tension. As with the wine above, this is not a flamboyant 2009. Hints of
roasted dark fruit in the aftertaste. Tannins are rather dry but may resolve in time.
From a parcel of one hectare. 98% Syrah & 2% Viognier. 24 months in barrel.
Domaine Patrick Jasmin
This is an old fashioned estate in all the best senses – a benchmark for the
appellation. They have nearly 12 acres in Côte-Rôtie and a small piece in Vin de
Pays. Jasmin practices destemming and foot treading. He does include around
one-fourth new barrels – of varying sizes – but uses the barrels for up to ten years.
Côte-Rôtie 2010 ****(*)
Dense black purple. Stunning aroma boasting superb maturity and pure, nuanced
black fruit with tremendous depth, class and reserve. In the mouth, the wine is
poised and reserved, opening slowly on the finish to show its wonderful, mature
fruit along with a powerful structure. Has great aging potential. 95% Syrah, 5%
Viognier. A composite of 11 parcels.
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Domaine Clusel-Roch
This excellent estate has nearly 20 acres in all divided among several locations in
Côte-Rôtie (around 8.6 acres) along with a little Condrieu and Coteaux du Lyonnais
(an appellation west of Lyon focusing on Gamay and Chardonnay). The vineyards
are organically cultivated and employ massale selections for Syrah. The family
utilizes partial destemming, a contemporary basket press, and conservative new
oak. The wines are lovely.
Condrieu «Verchery» 2011 ****(+)
Bright pale dark straw. Very pure and finely nuanced aroma offering pinpoint
focus and subtle primary white fruits. The palate is precisely calibrated and
aromatically inflected. Very pure, very long and elegant.
Côte-Rôtie «La Petite Feuille» 2010 ***(+)
Moderately dense black purple. Very lovely, pure, restrained and youthful nose
revealing dark red and black fruit with ideal maturity. The palate is particularly
clean, focused and fresh. This is a lighter weight example. Clean, dry finale. From
vines less than ten years old.
Côte-Rôtie 2010 ****(+)
Moderately dense black purple. Reserved nose but with evident class, purity. Hints
at budding complexity, a mix of red fruits, and sweet warmth. The taste possesses
tremendous hidden strength which is revealed more on a firm, undeveloped finish.
Brief explosion of complex fruit aromatics in the center of the palate. Offers
elegance and balance and a youthful structure. A composite of their holdings in
multiple lieux-dits. 96% Syrah, 4% Viognier. Aged in about 15% new oak.
Côte-Rôtie «Viallière» 2010 ****(+)
Moderately dense black red with purple rim. Largely reserved, particularly fresh
aroma with a mélange of subtle red and wild fruits and a toasty element. This is
an impressive youthful nose. The taste as well is held back with a hidden
undercurrent of dark fruit along with a marked structure of dry tannin and
elevated acidity, but in concert with the wine’s innate concentration. Will demand
long cellaring. Aged in about one-fourth new oak. 30 hl/ha.
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Côte-Rôtie «La Petite Feuille» 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense black purple. Restrained primary black fruits, hint of pepper.
The palate possesses grace and finesse and a gentle impression, together with
attractive underlying fruit. Will be bottled before harvest 2013.
Côte-Rôtie 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense purple black. Ultrapure though non-expressive black fruit tone,
cool and very clean. Gorgeous precision and finesse, and not at all lacking for
texture and fruit. Excellent equilibrium with well-matched tannin and acidity.
Côte-Rôtie «Viallière» 2011 ****(*)
Moderately dense black purple. Superb concentration and fruit quality in the nose
with pure black fruit. Wonderful mouth feel, precise and calibrated. Remarkable
length for this stage with a caressing polish coupled with tannic grip and fine
acidity. Has reserve and class. 25-year old vines. 40 hl/ha.
Côte-Rôtie «Les Grandes Places» 2011 ****(*)
Dense purple black. Fabulous youthful scent of faintly sweet black berries and a
violet note. Has strength and reserve. Textured attack and follow-through. Shows
an extra measure of viscosity with well-integrated tannin and concealed acidity. A
complete example. 70-year old vines. Aged in 25% new oak this year.
Domaine Jean-Michel Stephan
This individualistic domaine, directed by Marcel Guigal’s former assistant, has 8
acres in Côte-Rôtie, cultivated organically, on the Bassenon and Tupin slopes.
Yields are very low – about 25 hl/ha on average – and there is minimal handling.
Aging is for up to 22 months in new to second-use barrels, with one racking. These
are “natural” wines for lack of a better word and Stephan tries to avoid adding
sulfur dioxide. They did not show any vintages younger than 2009.
Côte-Rôtie «Coteaux de Tupin» 2009 ***(*)
Dense black purple. The nose is beautiful, generous but controlled, offering sweet
black fruit and berries with an inky overlay. The palate has a plush, soft impression
at first with persistent ripe fruit aromatics and a final note of ink. Firm but not
aggressive tannin, integrated acidity. A massale selection of old Sérine.
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Côte-Rôtie «Coteaux de Bassenon» 2009 ****(+)
Nearly dense black purple. Beautiful broad, ripe aroma of black fruits and berries,
still very youthful with a primary profile and an irony, faintly inky aspect. Broad
and mouth-filling palate. An ample wine with tremendous volume for Côte-Rôtie.
Closes up at the end with well-managed tannins and ripe, integrated acidity.
Côte-Rôtie «Coteaux de Bassenon» 2008 **(*) ?
Moderately dense black with thin purple rim. Assertive, penetrating aroma
dominated by black fruit and pronounced irony, meaty tone. The taste is tightly
framed and without a great deal of flesh or viscosity. The tannins are rather
austere and the acidity is high. Given more time in bottle, this may come around
in the mid-term.
Côte-Rôtie «Coteaux de Bassenon» 2007 ***(*)
Dense black red with wide purple rim. The aroma is just opening and has breadth
and warmth along with very ripe dark red fruit and a touch of roasted meat. The
taste is similarly fairly open with expressive highlights of dark fruit and roasted
meat. The finish still shows firm tannin and moderate acidity. This still needs 6 to 8
years.
Domaine Jamet
Jamet is an icon in Côte-Rôtie and a strong argument in favor of using multiple
vineyard origins in a single cuvee. They have 25 parcels in 17 lieux-dits, and due to
the varying conditions, harvesting takes place over three weeks. Theirs is a pure
Syrah example. The winery is gravity fed, and they partially destem according to
the year. Aging is in one-fourth new wood for up to two years. These are brilliant,
perfumed classics.
Côte-Rôtie 2012 ****(+)
Moderately dense very dark purple red. Very clean, fresh, moderately
concentrated nose but already exhibits notable aromatic complexity with
suggestions of black fruits and pepper. The palate has surprising delicacy, finesse
and length for such a young wine. There is beautiful aromatic lift and a fine
structure. Promising.
Côte-Rôtie 2011 ****(*)
Moderately dense black purple. Gorgeous, classic expression and remarkably
forward, even perfumed, with impressive early complexity of fruit and a meaty
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overtone. Has a weightless feel even though it is explosive aromatically. Very fine,
marked acid spine and well-managed tannin. Exciting young wine – and a brilliant
example of 2011.
Côte-Rôtie 2010 ****(*)!
Moderately dense black red purple. Has a seductive warmth and breadth in the
nose, offering ripe red plum and cherry with hints of black cherry and blackberry
together with a creamy undertone. Delivers a beautiful, highly refined taste
impression with multidimensional if still reserved aromatics. Very long, with both
warmth and elegance. Extremely beautiful.
Cave Yves Cuilleron
This is an outstanding producer with a large range of appellations and sixteen
separate bottlings of AOC wines. Cuilleron has a substantial estate of 138 acres
and makes excellent white and red wines which have a near-cult following and
command high prices. Their specialties are Saint-Joseph, 37 acres and 6 cuvees;
Condrieu, 25 acres and 4 cuvees; and Côte-Rôtie, 17 acres and 3 cuvees. For
whites, Cuilleron likes barrel fermentation; for reds, partial destemming along
with punching down and pumping over. Aging is in one- to four-year old barrels.
Saint-Joseph white «Lyséras» 2012 ***(*)
Cloudy pale gold. Very primary, creamy and quite rich with pronounced yellow
fruit. Expressive and open in the mouth with noteworthy aromatics of white and
yellow fruit. Forward and delicious. A mix of Marsanne and Roussanne planted at
high density.
Saint-Péray «Les Potiers» 2012 ***(*)
Cloudy yellow gold. Primary, ripe and expressive yellow fruits. The taste is more
restrained with stony notes and is quite long. This shows good dimension for the
appellation. A blend of several parcels.
Condrieu «La Petite Côte» 2012 ****(+)
Cloudy yellow gold. Very primary nose showing exotic, ripe, perfumed fruit
qualities. Beautiful early complexity and richness. The palate delivers very ripe
yellow peach and pear fruit and is round with very fine acidity. A selection, not a
lieu-dit.
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Condrieu «Les Chaillets» 2012 ****(+)
Cloudy pale gold. Concentrated, quite intense and primary yellow peach and
pineapple with warmth and richness. The palate is fat, enveloping and expansive
with ripe, softer acidity. Upfront appeal. A selection of the oldest vines.
Condrieu «Vertige» 2011 ****(+)
Bright pale gold. Lovely, focused and perfumed nose offering candied lemon and
pear with flowery highlights. The palate appears weightless and is dominated by
fine aromatic inflections. Very fine spinal column at the end. Long, subtle, inflected
aftertaste. This is given 18 months in barrel, roughly double that of the whites
above.
Saint-Joseph red «Les Pierres Sèches» 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense purple black. Very clean, pure, nuanced red and black fruits
with an attractive creamy background. Lovely composition and lighter weight. Has
a delicacy and finely calibrated acidity and soft tannins. A wine with charm and
early appeal. A selection of parcels in Chavanay. 18 months in barrel.
Saint-Joseph red «L’Amarybelle» 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense black purple. Very fresh, held back at first, then finely nuanced
red and black fruits and very good focus and intensity. This is a very attractive
youthful aroma. Focused, precise and tightly wound on the palate with
noteworthy aromatic lift in the finish and fine, etched acidity. A selection of vines
from 20 to 40 years old.
Côte-Rôtie «Bassenon» 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense very dark purple red. Pure, fine, subtle nose offering red fruits
and a menthol accent. The palate has tension and precision without notable
viscosity or flesh. Wrapped up by marked acidity and fine tannin. From a parcel on
the Coteau de Semons. Aged for 18 months in barrel.
Côte-Rôtie «Madinière» 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense purple black. Held back, clean with a suggestion of black fruit
and an irony note. The wine has poise, clarity and very good intensity in the
mouth. Underlying dark red fruit. Etched framework of acidity and moderate
tannin. From the north of Ampuis. 18 months in barrel.
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Côte-Rôtie «Terres Sombres» 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense purple black. Concentrated, high-toned, penetrating lift.
Concealed red and black fruit. Largely held back. Shows clarity and a firm structure
along with notable strength and intensity. Mostly in reserve. A blend of parcels in
northern Ampuis. 18 months in barrel.
Cornas «Village» 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense purple black. The nose displays very good intensity and
freshness with dusty black fruits hidden beneath. The palate is intense and sinewy
and has an impressive core of concentrated flavor. Explosively aromatic. An
arresting Cornas.
Cornas «Les Vires» 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense black purple red. Excellent aromatic intensity with depth and
reserve. Exhibits notes of black cherry, red cherry and wild fruits. In the mouth, this
Cornas has a deep, layered, assertive profile. There is tremendous underlying
strength and concentration. Etched finale. Young and very promising. Two-thirds
of the vines were planted in 1911. 18 months in barrel.
The following wines represent the best parcels and barriques of each
appellation. They are marketed with a unique label designed by artist Robert
Bourasseau with a different image of a woman on each. They were outstanding.

Saint-Joseph red «Bourasseau» 2010 ****(+)
Dense black with purple rim. Large-scaled, full aroma of ripe black fruits and
berries still in a nearly primary stage. The palate is beautiful, offering controlled
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black fruit and tremendous lift. There is a marked acid frame and tannic grip. This
will need 7 to 9 years. Aged 24 months in barrel.
Côte-Rôtie «Bourasseau» 2010 ****(+)
Dense black with purple rim. Super-concentrated aroma, the essence of black
fruits and berries, penetrating and virile. The taste is assertive and backward.
There is plenty of raw material hidden within a shell of dry tannin and acidity. This
demands long cellaring, 12 to 15 years. Aged 24 months in barrel.
Condrieu «Bourasseau» 2010 ****(*)
Clear, brilliant gold. Very rich to the nose, warm and imposing, boasting candied
pear and apricot. The taste stands in contrast: far more restrained with impressive
inflections and a chiseled finale. This is an uncommonly structured Condrieu to lay
down. 12 months in barrel.
Domaine Georges Vernay
This is a reference point for Condrieu, particularly their Chaillées de L’Enfer and
Coteau de Vernon selections. The family also has holdings in St.-Joseph and CôteRôtie as well as Vin de Pays. In all, the domaine covers nearly 40 acres under vine.
Condrieu «Terrasses de l’Empire» 2011 ***(*)
Bright pale gold. Very clean, pure white fruit nose with stony inflections. Precise,
delineated palate with an etched, racy ending. Fermented in 20 hl foudres. Most
of this cuvee is matured in stainless tank, with a small proportion in oak.
Condrieu «Les Chaillées de l’Enfer» ****(+)
Clear straw gold. Strikingly pure, ultraclean perfume of star fruit and Anjou pear.
The palate shows focus and excellent concentration, leaving an intense, chalky
bite. Beautifully controlled and elegant. Fermented and matured one year in
barriques.
Condrieu «Coteau de Vernon» 2011 ****(*)
Pale straw gold. Very youthful, penetrating and pure aroma of pear flesh, with
noteworthy concentration. Beautiful, multidimensional aromatic lift in the mouth
consisting of intricate stony, pear, star fruit accents. Lovely defining acidity. Leaves
a striking, clean, racy impression. A beautiful Condrieu. Fermented and aged in
barriques (20% new) for up to 18 months.
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Saint-Joseph red 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense very dark red with purple rim. Fresh, open nose displaying red
fruit and a meaty note. Accessible and transparent, with aromatic highlights. A
touch of tannic grip and acidity at the end. From one parcel, 30 years old, in
Chavanay. Fully destemmed, about a year in barrel.
Côte-Rôtie «Blonde du Seigneur» 2010 ***(*+)
Moderately dense purple black. Very clean, relatively soft, restrained nose, with
lovely nuanced black fruits and a faint meaty accent and creamy note. The wine
possesses a beautiful presence on the palate – harmonious, transparent, gently
lifted. The finish displays warmth and an elegant structure. 90% Syrah, 10%
Viognier – 25-year old vines. 18 months in barrel.
Côte-Rôtie «Maison Rouge» 2010 ****(+)
Moderately dense purple black. Very pure, reserved to the nose. Youthful and
warm lift with suggestions of black fruits and berries. In the mouth, the wine is
particularly expansive without being viscous. There is a tremendous volume of
relatively non-expressive flavors. Warm, firm, dry aftertaste. Pure Syrah, 40 years
old. 22 months in 20% new barriques.
Domaine Yves Gangloff
This is still a young estate, first set up in 1987; nonetheless, Yves Gangloff has
gained many admirers in a short time. Their main holdings now comprise 7 acres
in Côte-Rôtie and 5 acres in Condrieu. The wines are full of personality and
dimension with modern flair. The colorful labels remind me somewhat of Paul
Gauguin. All the 2011s were still in barrel.
Saint-Joseph 2011 ***(*)
Moderately dense purple black. High-toned, ripe black fruits, berries and a violet
highlight in the nose. This has a lightness yet also a volume of flavor. The oak is
quite visible. A modern interpretation.
Côte-Rôtie «Barbarine» 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense purple black. Muted at first, then reveals smoky black fruit, very
ripe, along with meatiness. The palate delivers plenty of aromatic expression,
notabley black fruits, flowery nuances and oak. This example is more tender than
many 2011s although there is a fine acid spine and moderate tannin at the very
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conclusion. Roughly 90% Syrah, 10% Viognier, 30 years old. Maturation of 20
months in 30% new oak.
Côte-Rôtie «La Sereine Noir» 2011 ****(+)
Moderately dense black purple. The aroma is warm and offers particularly ripe
black fruits and berries with a sweet and smoky overtone. The palate possesses
pronounced aromatics as well as enticing, complex black fruits and comingled oak.
Has an elegant impression and will come around in the mid-term. Pure Syrah,
partially destemmed.
Guigal
This house scarcely needs an introduction given their high profile and good
distribution. Tasting a few of their wines in the context of their peers reminds me
of their distinctive style. With an extended period in barrel, their top wines tend to
come onto the market later than most.
Condrieu 2011 ***(*)
Pale straw gold. Focused, primary Bosc pear and star fruit with good intensity. The
palate is especially creamy and understated with a long, silky line and fine acidity
which comes up slowly at the end. This is a distinctive and sensual example.
Côte-Rôtie 2009 ****(+)
Moderately dense dark red with purple. The aroma is focused and restrained with
an intense center. There is evident creamy oak. In the mouth, the wine is finely
nuanced and shows extended wood contact. The finish is creamy, persistent and
inflected with a noteworthy spinal column of acidity and well-integrated tannin.
This 2009 is not at all precocious and needs 6 to 8 years to show and will keep
much longer.
Côte-Rôtie Château d’Ampuis 2009 ****(*)
Dense black with purple. The nose is very held back and reserved but has
controlled volume and concentration together with complex accents and warm
intensity. There are youthful red and black fruits and complementary oak, and a
faintly mentholated note. The palate is backward and structured, with notable
intensity and well-married fruit and oak. The finish is undeveloped and somewhat
severe now. This is a long-term wine. I have heard that some have said it will be a
“charmer” upon release – it may have showed differently at an earlier stage!
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Domaine Patrick & Christophe Bonnefond
This domaine owns about 17 acres of Côte-Rôtie and also produces Condrieu.
Condrieu 2011 ***(+)
Pale straw gold. Concentrated, intense aroma of ripe pear and other white fruits.
The palate as well is dominated by fruit and is open and rather forceful, with an
elevated acid spine embedded in the flesh. A big wine for 2011.
Côte-Rôtie «Colline de Couzou» 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense purple black. Muted and fresh nose suggesting black fruit.
shows moderate concentration on the palate. Has charm, lighter weight and
finesse. Will come around soon. 18 months in barrel, 15% new.
Côte-Rôtie «Côte Rozier» 2011 ***(+)
Moderately dense purple black. Fresh, clean, held back aroma with noticeable
oak. The taste is marked by a good volume and lovely black fruits though is also
restrained. Well-defined. Shows little now. A selection of 45-year old vines
matured in one-third new oak.
Côte-Rôtie «Les Rochains» 2011 ***(*)
Dense black with purple rim. The nose is mostly closed yet there is a core of
concentrated black fruit and a warm intensity. The palate is characterized by its
volume and mouth-coating quality while expressing very little. There is latent fruit.
Firm but not austere tannin and less pointed acidity. A selection of 65-year old
vines aged in one-third new oak.
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